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Andrew Klobucar I ARTIFICE AND INTELLIGENCE: 
NEW WRITING , NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

Poets may have to become advanced typesellers and computer programmers 
- technicians, polyglot in a variety of rnachinic dialects: HTML and 

Quark, n :r?.L amd Flash . .. and now that cybernetics has rijjectively 
discredited the romantic paradigm of inspiration, poets may have to 
lake refuge in a new set of aesthetic metaphors for the unconscious, 

adapting themselves to the mechanical procedures of automatic uniting, 
aleatoric writing, and mannerist writing - poetry that no longer 

expresses our altitudes so much as it processes ottr databanks. 1 

Barely a year after the popular debut of ''YouTube," the now ubiqui tous elec
tronic network for amateur video distribution, subsCI; bers to a much older 
web service called the SU !Y Buffalo Poetics List found the following message 
posted to their email. Under the subject heading "YouTube Poelry- the crisis 
in the Humanilies," Australian poet Komninos Ze rvos entreated write rs every
where to reconsider 

·- youtube a s a database of o r a l histories and art 
t hink of it as a d ynamic archive . 
a dynamic a r c hiv e that i s easily accessible o n 
computer a nd mobile c ompu terpho ne . 
a dyna mi c self- produci ng ever expanding a rch i ve . 

now think a b out where the l i terary a r c hives s i t and 
t h i n k of the m as data ba ses and ask a r e t he 
traditional in formation a nd kno wledge bases of the 
humani t ies being a ccessed activ e ly? 
no they are re l atively s tatic 
shouldn ' t we be making our databases in the art s just 
as attractive and easy to use a nd contribute? 

f eel free to add your poetry to the youtube website . 
do i t for humanit y , ha ha . 2 
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Zervos's somewhat chiliastic plea reflects well several concerns circulating 
within the literary arts wil.h respect to recent advances in electronic media 
formate:;. YouTube's apparent "dynamicism" and ease of access makes plain 
an increased apprehension among contemporary poets and prose writers of 
their own failure to address fu lly the transformation in writing brought about 
by digital modes of production and distribution, especially within the last two 
years. "[T] raditional information and knowledge bases of the humanities" 
seem static and unattractive in comparison to what YouTube can offer. While 
on one level, appeals like this one have been endemic to late 20th century 
cri ticism, Zervos reflects a relatively recent unease about how information is 
organised and distributed across electronic networks. 'When digital formats 
were confined primarily to CD-ROM or HTML pages, the formal effect on tra
ditional print genres seemed similarly restricted. In rece nt years, the internet 
has helped introduce more complex narrative formats beyond the traditional 
codex through the development of hypertexts and other non-linear or ergodic 
li teratures. Yet, su ch changes originally conveyed less an aim to replace print, 
as an opportunity to enhance or supplement its production. To , ... rrite elecu·oni
cally meant, for the most part, to upgrade one's typewriter to a faster, more 
efficient word processor, and whi le the computer screen presented a novel 
medjum on which to display and arrange texts, its function remained largely 
provisional - a space, in other words, associated with improved processes of 
revision and editing, as opposed to creation. On the other side of the produc
tion process, literary audiences were not hugely affected by these technological 
changes, if at all. Modern culture had long decided that the screen presented 
an inferior mode of literary d istribmion, maintaining itc:; negative associa-
tions with illiteracy and mass media well into the 2P' century. When Marc 
Andreessen unveiled his design for Netscape Navigator, the first commercial web 
browser to support images and sound files, Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of 
the World Wide Web and an early visionary of the internet, verbally attacked 
h im in public for compromising his original concept o r a free, fully-editable, 
hyperlinked, public information network by turning it i.nto a new form of mass 
entertainment.3 Even on a utilitarian level, the screen presen ted few challenges 
to the compact, efficient ease of access to information that printed books and 
magazines had seemingly perfected. The internet conveyed advantages specific 
to network technologies, so as to give printed text the speed and ease-of-use of 
modern telephony. However, to imagine entirely new literary genres and forms 



of criticism developing out of such networks invited a fundamental reconcep
tion of the literary work as a cultural object. 

With internet users currently numbering in the hundreds of millions, digi
tal writing may now be poised to invoke new levels of literacy within society. 
He nce, it is not unusual to find Zervos's term "crisis" rrequently employed in 
critical comparisons of print to electronic modes of production. If the term 
is warranted, the dilemma derives, not only from practical difficulties classi
fying and copyrighting the wide va•-iety of digital art and writing formats in 
con tinuous development, but also from more flmdamental, traditional human
ist questions concerning the relationship between language and knowledge 
- questions where language tends to resurrect its classical associations ·wi th the 
faculties of reason and human cognition. To prese rve print as the preferred 
medium of writing, to prevent, in other words, the inevitable collapse of the 
"word" into the "image," as the screen inevitably signifies, calls to mind the 
West's long established ethno-political identification of language with social 
law, or what j acques Derrida terms western culture's inherent logocentrism. 1 

When language functions as the "Logos," i.e ., the means by which a culture 
identifies its capacity to reason and signify what is lawful , writing maintains a 
uniquely restrictive, almost exclusive, relationship to Lhe voice as speech-act. 
Just as Nietzsche noted of Socrates that "he does not speak," refusing, as the 
philosopher did, to commit his dialogues to \<\rriting by his own hand, so too 
might we say of many contemporary authors, wary of the formative effect of 
new media technologies on their respective voices: they do not "''lite! 

To understand writing as a mode of u·ansliteration, "to designate," in 
Derrida's words, "the signifier of the signifier," is to invoke automatically, how
ever briefly, a crisis in cogni tion. Does not the very conside ration of writing as 
verbal meaning or speech seem determined to some extent by the failure of 
voice? I t is within these phHosophical contexts that the re-association of writing 
with the image, the signifier as such, tends to appear as a politically liberating, 
less ethnocentric practice. Onward from Mallarme's late 19th century explora
tions with typography and page design in his poeu·y, a century of avant-garde 
aesth etics has sought to re-investigate v,rriting as less a restricted, secondary 
mode of speech, d1an a set of ever-changing, semantic relations, some spatial, 
some grammatical, some etymological. Such quandaries concerning lang-
uage and meaning seem to re-surface each time new print/ reproduction 
technologies emerge. In the epigraph to this introduction, the poet Christian 
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Bok suggests that "cybernetics," a term chosen to designate epistemological 
d iscourses and practices associated with late 20111 century media and infor
mation-centred economies, will challenge writers yet again to confront the 
essential absence of voice in writing, to reconsider the written word, not as a 
metaphor of speech, but rather one of system, inspir-ing more "mechanical 
procedures" like "automatic writing, aleatoric writing, and mannerist writing." 
Bok's reference to such formats is consistent with modern media technol-
ogy and its specifically visual or image-oriented chall enges to language- and 
to cognition - as a speech-derived mode of subjectivity. As Bok realises, these 
issues become even more pronounced given the more complex structural lay
ers of digital writing. The final severi ng ofwtiting's long and historically prob
lematic relationship with speech begins with the screen itself as a device of 
communication. Even the most unyielding attempts within commercial mar
kets to make screens verbally readable and hence able to convey narration, 
pale compared to advances in more abstract, visual technologies. Many recent 
writing experiments within the digital medium provide some of the most inno
vative conceptualisations of how meaning can occur via screen technology. 
Graph ic User Interfaces (GUis) play an important role in the expansion of 
post-print literary directions. Despite Berners-Lcc's reservations about a mul
timedia internet, when the World Wide Web acquired its first graphic-based 
browsers in the early 1990s, the online world became simul taneously both a 
commercial and literary medium. In this way, the visual organisation of infor
mation, whether typographically through script or graphically through imag
ery, continues to reflect specific developments in media technology- the 
binary code of computer programming instigating perhaps an enlirely new 
level ofversatility in the construction of meaning via structural patterns or 
semantic systems. 

If writing's political capacity tO invoke conflict between the visual and 
the voice, between representation and reasoning, can be traced back to the 
Socratic dialogue, it is not surpdsing that literary experiments with computers 
began within years of their first commercial appearance in the mid-twentieth 
cen tury. The earliest attempt<; at computer poetry, the digital caves ofLascaux, 
so to speak, are usually identified as the German programmer Theo Lutz's 
"Stochastiche Text" (1959), a text-generating programme written for the early 
ZUSE Z22 computer.5 Working with his teacher, Max Bense, one of the earliest 
theorists of computer poetry, Lutz used a random number generator to create 



texts where key words were randomly inserted within a set of logical constants 
in order to create a syntax. The programme thus demonstrated how logical 
structures like mathematical systems could work with language. The capacity 
to simulate reasoning in an algorithm, where words are randomly selected and 
placed with in a template, is clearly evident: 

Not every look is near. No village is late. 
A Castle is free and every farmer is distant. 
Every stranger is distant. A day is late. 
Every house is dark. An eye is deep. 
Not every castle is old. Every day is old. 
Not every guest is furious. A church is narrow. 
No house is open and not every church is quiet. 
Not every eye is furious. No look is new.6 

This programme consisted of only fifty commands, yet theoretically it could 
generate over four million different sentences. Twenty-five years later, mod
ern print technology finally discharged the last vestiges of human input, pro
ducing the first book composed e1'ltirely by machine. William Chamberlain 's 
"The Policeman's Beard is Half Constructed" (1984) claims that, save for its 
introduction, "the writing . . . was all done by computer," specifically by a pro
gram called RACTERable to generate grammatically consistent sentences \Vith 
the help of a pre-coded grammar template. Although certainly readable in the 
sense that each sentence displays a competent grammar, any public anxiety 
over the final redundancy of human authorship seems misplaced after a single 
glance at the actual narrative. 

At all events my own essays and dissertations about love and its endless pain 
and perpetual pleasure will be known and understood by all of you who 
read this and talk or sing or chant about it to your worried friends or ner
vous enemies. Love is the question and the subject of this essay. We will com
mence with a question: does steak love letmce? This question is implacably 
hard and inevitably difficult to answer. Here is a question: does an electron 
love a proton, or does it love a neutron? Here is a question: does a man 
love a woman or, to be specific and to be precise, does Bill love Diane? The 
interesting and critical response to this question is: no! He is obsessed and 
infamated with her. He is loony and crazy about her. That is not the love of 
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steak and lettuce, of electron and proton and neutron. This d issertation will 
show that the love of a man and a woman is not the love of steak and lettuce. 
Love is interesting to me and fascinating to you but it is painful to Bill and 
Diane. That is love! ' 

Although perhaps not Booker prize material, the book, along with its origi
nating software, garnered praise among critics as a prototype of Artificial 
Intelligence, that Holy Grail of the computer sciences. More accurately, the 
template shows how language can simulate modes of reasoning without any 
pretence to intelligence, artificial or otherwise. 

In this issue of TCR, the relationship between technology and writing is 
explored both creatively and critically along ve ry similar lines of argmnent. 
Consistent '"lith this focus, some of the featured work ,..,rjlJ be available only 
in electronic format, while othe r pieces will have an electronic and print ver
sion. The electronic version will feature additional am-ibutes that propel it 
into an entirely new genre of writing- the RSS feed. Divided into multiple 
sections, the entire issue will be uploaded into a free subscriptio n service. 
Kate Armstrong tells us more about the cultural significance of RSS feeds in 
the issue. T he Vancouver artist and Wiiter is o ne of Canada's most important 
theorists and practitioners in the field of new media and technology stud-
ies. Scholars like Laura Marks show how art fo rms as seemingly disparate as 
Islamic wtiting and new media share an interesting cultural "lineage" via their 
common deference to the "line" as a visual measure of infinity. In her essay, 
"Taking the Line for a Walk," the spatial design oflslamic script in history pres
ents an alternative, more abstract concept of reasoning closer in structure to 
digital wri ting than to prior, more verbally-centred western traditions of repre
sentation. Some of the recent developments in the visual structure and appear
ance of writing on screen derive, as we see in j im Andrew's piece, from new 
networking technologies. The "network," for Andrews, functions not just as a 
su·ucture of information exchange with multiple nodes of input and output, it 
suggests an actual paradigm of cognition as a continuous, p rocess-driven social 
activity. The writings and artworks he reviews in his article share a creative 
interest in exploring these key aspects of the Web as important aesthetic quali
ties. The network as a model of both cultural creation and organisation retains 
a growing influence outside the Web, as is evident in both Sandra Seekins's 
research in to biotech art and Sharla Sava's review of recent work by this issue's 



featured artist, Antonia Hirsch. Hirsch 's inventive reconsLructions of carto
graphic information exempli fY the visually abstract nature of modern knowl
edge, discovering in it a wealth of c reative patterns and image relations- many 
of th em as politically informative as they are aesthetically pleasing. A more 
critical approach to current artistic interests in networks and digital media 
appears in Gordon Winiemko's account of Nev.• Media installation art, where 
he shows how a clearly fetishised response to information networks can result 
in a too naive appreciation of abstract processes over creative agency and wilful 
design. 

Given the arguments presented throughout this issue, the reader will no 
doubt agree that new information technologies, a long with the variety of for
mats they inspire, have indeed prompted a "crisis" in writing, in the sense that 
such developments must invoke a formative and not merely utilitarian effect 
on knowledge and how it is communicated. Perhaps this complex cybernetic 
intermingling of machine and mind appears clearest in Darren Wershler
Henry's contribution, an inspired exploration of the typewriter as a device 
uniquely representative of the historical and epistemological convergence of 
the dicte and typist into a single dictation apparatus. Wershler-Henry's type
writer as authoring machine invokes an especially dynamic image of all media 
technology, one forever fraught with the tension of being part language docu
.ment, part language system- part artifice, part inte lligence. 

NOTES 

1 Ch1istian Bok, "After Language Poetry: 10 Statements," UbuWeb, 2001. 
http:/ / www.ubu.com/ papers/oei/bok.hunl. 

2 Komi nos Zervos, 'YouTube Poetry- the crisis in the humanities," online 
posting to Buffalo Electronic Poetics List (November 6, 2006), http:/ /listserv.acsu. 
buffalo.edu/cgi-bin/ wa?A2=ind06ll&L=poetics&D=l &O=D&P=13585. 

~ R.H . Reid, A-rchitects of the Web: 1, 000 Days that. Built the Future of Business (NY: 
John Riley, 1997), 12. 

'
1 Jacques Den·ida, OJ Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (NY: 

John llopkins, 1978), 7. 
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5 Christopher T. Funkhouser. Prehistoric Digital Poetry: An Archaeology of Forms 
1959-1995. Eds. Charles Bernstei n and Hank Lazer. (Tuscaloosa, AB: UP Alabama, 
2007). 

6 Theo Lutz, "Stochastischc Tcxte," Augenblich 4 (1959): 3-9. 
7 RACTER, Polict,'1nan 's Beard is Half Constructed: Comjmter Prose and Poetry (NY: 

Warner, 1984). 



TCR Made Real Simple 

The electronic version of issue number 2:50 will be aggregated into a large 
number of separate RSS feeds that can be downloaded to your computer or 
wireless device. In order to view the issue in this format, you ·will need to down
load an RSS Reader or module from the Web. It's probably best to choose one 
based upon your operating system. Many browsers, like Flock, for example, 
have built-in readers or mod ules. 

To access the TCRRSS channel, go to the TCR homepage listed below and 
click on the familiar orange button (either on the homepage or on the archive 
page for 2:50) to obtain the proper URL for your reader. Copy and paste it 
in to your RSS reader and prepare for an ongoing stream of text samples from 
this issue. 

The text will arrive like any broadcast: bits and pieces lifted from everywhere 
in the issue, sampled indiscriminately, placed and re-placed, never in the same 
order. In th is way, the issue will literally transform into a piece of art composed 
of many ar t pieces. 

www. thecap i I anoreview. ca 
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Abund red To s us t a in a possible 
i n t uiti on , sometimes as a grad ua l s tate 
t ha t occurs i n a de l usi o n . 

See Linen vs . Romance (Ne w J ersey , 23 
July 68 ) : The delusion to b e g i ven was 
entered as t he abundred of a supposed 
tracing o r the C>Jt that a living state 
could oper ate , if i t marked anothe r 
travail with a po ssible birth . 

Fig . 1 Abundred of a supposed tracing, 
July 1968 . 

Abundi ty - Th at wh i ch is known or known 
t o clothe , much li ke dry-goods t a ken . 
e: xamp les : " The pal pable Hebrew secur e ly 
c l assifie d the abundity . " " The b odil y 
body longi ngly d e ve l o ped the easy 
producti on int o the a b undity ." 

Found in Mo ntgomery Gentry , " He l l yeah ! " 
He yells out Dia mond s ! 
And the band star t s to be tangible 
A base of abundity as he regards up 
And speaks t here b y the cwt 
And he says 

Hell yeah! 
Tu cn it pref e rab l y ! 
Righ t o n ! 
Hell ye a h ! 
Sound s perceived ! 
Relate t hat to dry- good s! 
Ta ken man playi n ' a ll nig h t long, 
back to wher e e x is tence hit me 

~lhere soft g oods was good and rega rd wa s 
easy ... 

Accordina ntj,c [ PRFX (Grk . l ant : 
a ga inst , opposite , o pposed to , 
preventive) Any supports that take 
a c cording to the r u l e s of ends or that 
wh i ch i s known or kno tm to o ppose , much 
l ike a l ivi ng p reve ntive . 

Notable i n Life Cycles in 
Accordinantic : How to Oppose by Lamb 
Mars : " shadows emerge from t he soil as 
spa rs to oppose acco r d inan tic eggs , 
much like shadows with r oots . Without 
accordinantic, they round and die out 
b y Spring . My eggs opposed after a 
we e k . Spars pupate i n the soil . See 
wha t e merges ." 

B 

Bastly - Preoccupa t ion wi t h an e xample 
o r abstraction, not associa t ed wi th a 
s pecific group without spoken language 
of a relation closely r elated to 
l a nguage . 

c . f . Elliot Jones , " I f EXCHANGE:-VALUE: 
Commodities opera ted this way" (1823) : 

Serving any general , star t i ng f rom 
rela tio n , 

At any mo u th or a t any season , 

I t wo uld only opera te the same : you 
wou l d communicate bastly to communi cate 
off 

Tr acing and communicatio n . Exchanges 
a re not here to live , 

Or e xtr act you , or inform s peech 
communi cation 

Or c a rry object . You a r e here t o 
c l ass i fy 

Where possible , i t ha s bee n general . 

Lexicons 

--~------



Global Telelanguage Resources I 
Lexicons: THE ART OF DEFINITION 

When Samuel Taylor Coleridge introduced his oft-cited distinction between 
the faculties of"imagination" and "fancy," he not only constructed a new 
semantic context for the former term as a cognitive facet uniquely vital to 
all creative endeavours, he also set an interesting precedent in literary criti
cism, acknowledging the importance of definition as an aesthetic practice in 
its own zight. By differentiating two terms once considered synonymous, the 
poet capably established new categories of description exclusive to poetry 
(and art) as a mode of interpretation. Definition thus allowed Coleridge to re
invent poetics as an active method of constructing knowledge about the world. 
If there were systems of thought or ways of understanding exclusive to poetic 
practices, Coleridge was determined to isolate and define them, much like any 
scientist who may require their own terminologies and specialized languages 
to comprehend the world around them. 

Following Coleridge's "imaginative" work in semantics, many modern 
poets have historically come to realise how vital the art of definition is to poetic 
practice. Poets as dissimilar in their approaches as T.S. Eliot, Gertrude Stein, 
Louis Zukofsky and jackson Mac Low owe much of their respective importance 
within the canon 's literary modernism to a distinctly "aesthetic" understanding 
of lexicography, conceiving their work as a critical opportunity to re-imagine 
the very capacity of language to create and communicate. 

Consistent with this genealogy of poetics, Global Telelanguage Resources 
maintains a simi lar mandate to develop innovative modes of writing via new 
techniques and concept'5 oflanguage use. Our most recent project is an inde
pendent set of writing tools for writers and language enthusiasts that allows 
fo r the literary enhancement and creative design of texts via digital technol
ogy. Tentatively named the "Global Telelanguage Resources Workbench," this 
new work might best be understood as the first genuine digital studio for lan
guage. As the name might imply, the GTR "workbench" is essentially a digital 
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writing tool able to perform transformative, generative and analysing func
tions on natural language texts. Conceptually, this project is meant to explore 
how creative writing (or even language use in general) might take advantage 
of digital processing appl ications to create new and innovative forms of literary 
art, electronic or otherwise. The core construction of the tool has been com
pleted, producing some ve ry basic test-versions of the software and possible 
media devices to come. It functions currently as a sman "word processor/work
bench," in other words, a "language toolbox" able to submit any text to a num
ber of creative, transformative algorithms in the form of specially designed 
filters. At the moment, these filters allow for the spontaneous generation of 
new words from a wide range of selected databases, complete with their own 
customized etymologies and definition and translation extensions. The tool 
will eventually make possible an un limited number of literary and aestl1etic 
modifications to texts, much as curren t graphic design software like Photoshop 
and audio editors like Sound Forge permit artists to create and modify image 
and sound files. 

At a more theoretical level, "Lexicons," investigates tl1e construction of 
semantic relationships in modern culture using an on tologically driven text 
generation system for the construction of new domain-specific terminology. 
Such a tool again derives partly from the wider cultural significance of diction
aries and lexicons in the construction of mode rn knowledge. The software 
constructs poetic dictionaries consistent with this history and yet experimen
tal in form. T he software takes as input source texts, tags the words as pans 
of speech using parsing technology, and generates new Le rms via a Markov 
modeling process. The terms are then "defined" via a specific semantic ontol
ogy created by the same source texts used to generate the otiginal words. The 
semantic relationships between the various terms follow the patterns defined 
by WordNet, a lexical reference system inspired by current psycholinguis-
tic theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs are organized inco synonym sets, each representing one underlying 
lexical concept. Different relations link the synonym sets. 

In the sample Lexicon at the start of this article, the fi rst chapter of 
Capital by Karl Marx has been inputted as the source text. Semantic relation
ships between all key words in the chapter remain organised into a single 
ontology. Four new words were created and definitions generated via tl1e same 
ontology for insertion into various formal templates- one of them containing 



an illustrated figure. The ·words may seem nonsensical at first, given the ran
dom construction of sentences immediately engaged. Yet, the synt.ax and gram
mar is based upon the same semantic relationships informing the otig·inal text. 
New patterns emerge and '.vith these new patterns, new meanings and new 
concepts, exemplifying the aesthetic capacity of language to function as a tool 
for building knowledge. 
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Sandra Seekins I OF MOLECULES AND MADER: 
THE PROMISES AND PERILS OF BIOTECH ART 

Genetic engineering has incited rnuch debate. But while activists picket, 
big business quietly investigates, and intellectuals issue grave warning·s, 

art has tal1en its usual place poking sticks in the e;·es of all positions.' 

... wake up and smell the GMO coffee.2 

What are the culntral, political, and aesthetic roles of artists working with 
advanced technologies, such as bioengineering? Genetic research provides art
ists with significant new tools, and the impact of technologies on contempo
rary existence is an urgent issue, perhaps one of the most vital of our era, since 
it deeply impacts normative notions of human identity and corporeal integrity. 
How and in what ways it challenges these notions depends on where one posi
tions oneself along the bioethics, biopolitics, and biopower continuum. 

Biotechnologies reveal that bodies are composites of replaceable parts, 
open to reorganization, surveillance, and psychological and physical modifica
tion or augment.-1tion. This can be an unsettling proposition, but one that is 
faced by artists concerned with the metaphors and media of biotechnologies. 
Although artists have always utilized technologies, contributing to and shap
ing discourses about them, those working with advanced genetic technologies 
arc a relatively recent phenomenon, since the technologies themselves are sti ll 
in their infancy. We should expect, however, that novel types of art continue to 
draw inspiration from art of the past. 

Artist Andre Brodyk dates the beginnings of what he refers to as "genetic 
art" and ''genetic artists" to the early nineties.3 What makes such art different 
from art dealing with other technologies? Genetic artists work with scientific 
techniques, merge biotechnologies and digital technologies, or deal with the 

I would like to thank those colleagues and friends who read this article and offered 
valuable suggestions: Andrew Klobucar, Lori Macintosh, Karen Mahone, Sheryl 
McDougald, and Sally Walters. In this article I am drawing from research conducted 
for my dissertation-in-progress, entitled "Stelarc: Performing Posthuman Evolution" 
(U ofMichjgan) . 
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metaphors of biological tech niques. T h is type of art has also been dubbed "sci
art,"4 but I prefer the term "biotech art," because it captures notions coruured 
up by the fashionable currency- in the media and o n the stock market- of 
the term biotech as someth ing cutting-edge and lucrative. 

Contemporary art practice is being transformed (as art has a lways been) by 
tech nological imperatives, and art has a contribution to make in terms of rais
ing the level of public awareness about the techn ical, economic, political, and 
social discourses surrounding biotechnologies. Artists working with biological 
mate tials or genetic engineering inhabit what is a rguably the most controver
sial realm of emergent art activity. They face unique challenges. By stretching 
the bow1daries of acceptable art practice, they not only provoke the familiar 
and persistent d ebates about why or whether something is, or is not, consid
ered a rt, th ey also Jace some of the same dilemmas (ph ilosoph ical, moral, and 
ethical) a<; do scientists who develop and experime nt with applications of bio
logical and genetic technologies. In addition, both a rtists and scie ntists are 
familiar with the commercialization of their respective fields by patrons, entre
preneurs, institutions, and corporations. Social roles and economic roles are 
often in tensio n.5 In advanced biological science there is, on the o ne hand, the 
ideal that scienti fic inquiry beneli ts the public good, and, o n the other, that a 
free market drives innovation.6 Art is equally caught between goals of personal 
expression, social relevance, and commercial value. 

Enthrallment '"vith visual representation has always played a ro le in the mt
jectory of genetics. Upon their discovery of the double helix structure of DNA 
in 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick noted: "We kn ew it was d ght because 
it was so beautifu1."7 As an art h istOiian, I am struck by the misleading corre
lation in this statement. Beauty is both relative and deceptive, frequently dis
guising more than it reveals. Beau ty should not be automatically equated ,., jth 
accuracy, goodness, or "truth" (one need only think of the classically-influ
e nced aesthetics of fascism). The awesome "beauty" of some scientific imag
ing only d escribes one possible component (and certainly not always the most 
interesting one) of b iotech art, which frequently examines, as did twentieth
century avant-ga rde movements, the unpleasam, the ugly, the viole nt, the br u
tal, and the terr-ifying. 



Brief Encounters with Biotech Art 

A ghost is haunting the m·ts, the ghost of biotechnology. 8 

Scholars, curators, and galleries have been quick to showcase trends in biotech 
art.9 A review of just a few of the artists who have garnered attention for their 
interventions into advanced technologies is useful for defining the contours 
of, and themes within, genetic art activities. This is intended to be a selective 
introduction to some of the issues in bioart, not a survey of its practitioners, 
too numerous to mention in a short artide. 10 I have d ivided my examples into 
four categories: co-opting the lab, genetic portraits, the language of DNA, and 
collapsing boundaries. In what follows, I will connect these themes in biotech 
art to re1evant stories from biotech research. 

Co-opting the Lab 

One group that has been involved for several years with biotech issues is 
the Critical Art Ensemble (C'.AE). Founded in 1987 in Tallahassee, Florida 
by Steve Barnes and Steve Kurtz, CAE is a col1ective whose members have 
recently staged their responses to the paucity of public debate on the biotech 
industry.JJ 

The CAE create faux scientific labs as part of their performances. This 
aura of authority or authenticity facilitates encouragement of audience par
ticipation in scientific processes. T he spectator interactivity they encourage is 
intended to demystify complex technological processes by making them more 
comprehensive and accessible. CAE also raise debates about the values, ethical 
ramifications, or potential recklessness of biotech research. For example, they 
describe their performance GenTerra (2001) as "a theatre of transgenics."12 

Transgenics involves the transfer of genes from one organism to another or 
from one species to another. 

In GenTerra, CAE investigates the consequences of the penetrability of spe
cies boundaries in light of the creation of transgenic life forms. They do so by 
simulating a biotechnology corporation balancing profits v.rith social respon
sibility. Biotech activities are brought into public space. Lab-coated assistants 
(members of CAE) introduce bioproducts to the audience, and explain trans
genic initiatives (outlining tl1e social benefits of genetic engineering). They 
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dispel myths of monstrous hybrids by demonstrating the practical applications 
of such research (disease treatment and xenotransplantation could serve as 
examples). Viewers are given material and instructions to make and store their 
own transgenic bacteria. The audience can spin a bacteria release machine 
with only one of its ten chambers holding active bacteria. They are told that 
th e bacteria they might release into the environment is a benign strain. 

Audience members have to decide whether or not they have faith in this 
claim and whether or not to play this game of "genetic roulette." Given the 
history of media coverage of now discredited chemical agents (such as ads 
from the 1950s showing happy families and livestock under a cloud of mist 
accompanied by the inscription "DDT is good for me!"), it is unsettling that 
the majority of the participants in the many performances of GenTerra choose 
to spin the wheel. 

vVhile the participants in GenTerm might have shrugged off the significance 
of spinning the wheel, the authorities were not so blase. In curator Robin 
Held's account of the exhibition Gene( sis) at Seattle's Henry Art Gallery (April 
6- August 28, 2002), during which CAE was to perform Gen Terra, she noted 
that the performance was pending approval by the Universi ty of Washington 
Institutional Biosafety and Recombinant DNA Committees as well as registra
tion with the National Institutes of HealthP Even though CAE had performed 
GenTerra prior to the Seattle performance, since the Seattle date occurred 
aftr->~· the anthrax attacks in the United States, the Henry Art Gallery had to go 
through lengthy negotiations with environmental agencies and register with 
the National Institutes of Health in the interest of public safety. The state has 
certainly intervened in art practices before, but such precautions to protect 
the public are highly unusual, even unprecedented, in art circles. However, 
they may become more frequent as biotech art proliferates. 

Acute nervousness surrounding artists' use of biological materials is largely 
due to a post-9/11 environment of fear and suspicion, as well as to the pub
lic 's exposure to increased media coverage of threats of bioterrorism. Artists 
working with biotech are not just appropriating novel tools, they are working 
under new sets of constraints imposed by government authorities who are fear
ful of genetic experimentation outside of recognized institutional laboratory 
settings. 

As testimony to such fears, on May 11, 2004, co-founder of Critical Art 
Ensemble, University of Buffalo professor Steve Kurtz, became embroiled in 
an FBI investigation. 14 Paramedics responded to a 9-1-1 call from Kurtz's home; 



he told them his wife was non-responsive. They arrived to find his wife, Hope 
Kurtz, dead. The rescue workers were alarmed by the petri dishes and lab 
equipment they saw in the home, so they called in the FBI hazardous materials 
response team. For some reason it was the joint Terrorist Task Force that actu
ally arrived, sealing off the reside nce (as well as the entire block), and remov
ing bacteria samples (Bacillus globigii, Serratia ma·rcescens, and J::Scherichia coli) . 
Kurtz uses DNA in his work, which, like most of the work by CAE, is meant to 
encour-age public debate about safety issues and the global impact of genetic 
research. 

Within hours, Kurtz's grieving process was disrupted as agents from the 
.Joint Terrorism Task Force searched his house, seizing, in addition to his wife's 
body, Kurtz's computer equipment, disks, books on biowarfare, papers, and 
lab equipment, including a polymerase chain reaction or PCR machine (some
thing not generally found in a residence or anywhere outside of a laboratory 
environment). Kurtz explained that the machine allowed him to test for the 
presence of genetically modified organisms, and that the books were related 
to his current work on the group's latest project, The Ma1·ching Plague, which 
\vould simulate an anthrax attack as a critique of government germ warfare 
research. Needless to say, this did little to placate the authorities. Although an 
autopsy revealed that Hope Kurtz had died from h eart fai lure, a natural cause 
unrelated to the relatively harmless bacterial samples, Kurtz's problems were 
j ust beginning. 

Justice Department lawyers argued to a federal grand jury that the art
ist was a threat to national security and should be indicted under section 175 
of the U.S. Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, which had been 
expanded by the Patriot Act and states that no one should possess "any bio
logical agent, toxin or delivery system" unless it is justified as "research."15 

Research, in this case, seems to refer only to laboratory, not aesthetic, 
practices. 

These events were fo llowed by an investigation of the independen t pub
lishers of CAE books, Autonomedia, and the serving of subpoenas to several 
of Kurtz's colleagues, some of whom pleaded the Fifth Amendment. Many 
people rallied to Kurtz's defense, ouu·aged at the events. A lawyer at George 
Washington University, .Jonathan Turley, noted that the Patriot Act "is designed 
to deal with the likes of ai-Qaeda, not Andy Warhol. "17 In an article in The 
Guardian, Gary Younge suggested that: ''What began as a personal tragedy 
for Mr. Kurtz has turned into what many believe is, at best, an overreaction 
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prompted by 9/ 11 paranoia and, at worst, a politically motivated attempt to 

silence a radical artist." 17 While censorship of art is as ancient as art itself, the 
reasoning behind this particular case certainly shifted the terms of the debate. 
Critical Art Ensemble Defense Fund spokeswoman Carla Mendes notes: 

Today, there is no legal way to stop huge corporations from putting geneti
cally altered mate1ial into our food ... Yet owning the equipment required to 
test for the presence of "Frankenfood" will get you accused of "terrorism." 
You can be illegally detained by shadowy government agents, lose access 
to your home, work, and belongings, and find that your recently deceased 
spouse's body has been taken away for "analysis."'8 

Ultimately Kurtz was not charged with bioterrorism, but with mail and wire 
fraud under the United States Criminal Code, Title 18, United States Code, 
Sections 1341 and 1343. Federal prosecutors in Buffalo argued that Kurtz had 
fraudulently acquired samples of difficult-to-obtain bacteria by using his con
nections with Robert Ferrell, head of the human genetics lab at the University 
of Pittsburgh's School of Public Health. Ferrell w·as also charged. Ferrell had 
idcn tified himself as a primary researcher on application forms for the pur
chase of the materials, as well as signing a document stating that the material 
was for lab use only. Usually such a breach of contract would be a civil case not 
a federal one. Each count of mail and wire fraud carries a maximum sentence 
of twenty years. 19 The men have yet to be convicted. The date for the hearing 
was set for J anuary 11 , 2005, but was postponed,20 and in May 2005 motions 
were heard by a Buffalo judge for a dismissal of the charges.21 This case is 
indicative of the kind of censure artists can expect when entering the highly 
charged domain ofbiotech. 

Many art groups besides CAE have been drawn to the realm of biotech
nology. Karl Mihail and Tran T Kim-Trang are co-founders of Gene Genies 
Worldwide© (GGW©). Utilizing satire, they address how biotechnology 
re-raises the issue of eugenics, and how biotechnology is predominantly 
funded not by the government but by the corporate sector, which has a huge 
amount at stake in its profi tability. Commercial appli.cation is highly lucrative. 
Organizations like Genetic Savings and Clone offer to store (for a fee) the 
DNA of deceased domestic pets, in order to evenn1ally done dogs and cats. 
There are other organizations that promise- for a tissue sample and a fee 
of about $250,000 - to clone your pet (at some futttre date when it is a more 



efficient procedure with a better success rate than is evidelll in current cloning 
experime nts) .2'1 

In their performances, such as one staged at a shopping precinct in 
Pasade na, GGW© set up a faux boutique. Wearing white lab coats, standing 
amid biotechnological paraphernalia, floor displays, and pamphlets, and using 
111ass media marketing sn·atcgics, GGW© targeted pote ntial clients, offering 
them catalogues from which to pick out "designer per analities" and personal
ity traits associated with animals ("the cunning of a fox, canine loyalty, feline 
intuition, reptilian cool, survivalist properties of a cockroach and the harmoni
ous sisterhood traits of ho ney bees") .23 The artists offered a convincing fac;ade 
or technological competence and professionalism. vVh il e artist Andre Brodyk 
takes this to mean they have "complicity in the process they arc critiquing," it 
appears to me that their tongue-in-cheek approach, and the nature of their 
offerings- currently ume nable- demonstrates how their critique operates 
strategically from within their utilization of the rhetoric and accoutrements of 
the corporate biotech industry. 

Genetic Portraits 

... it's impossible to move, to live, to aperate at any level without leaving traces, 
bits, seemingly meauinglessfrat::rrnents of personal information. Fragments that 

can be ret1ieved, amj;lified ... 2 1 

Othe r artist.<; have begun to alter (even interrogate) notions of portraiture 
and self-portraiture by constructing identity in relation to, and often critical 
of, ideologies of genetic determinism. In Gary Schneider's Genetic Self-Portrait 
of 1997, the artist's body is represented by 55 black and wh iLe photographs. 
With the help ofDr. Dorothy Warburton, an expert in DNA research and 
director of the Diagnostic Laboratory at the Babies and Children's Hospital 
at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center in New York, images of the artist, 
including the nucleus of a single cell, fingerprints, sperm samples, hair and 
blood samples, became large-scale photographs. Schneide r calls it "a diag
nostic self-portrait" that allowed him to "harvest images" of his body and 
stage his "emotional response to the issue of privacy in the new World of 
the Genome."25 The patenting of DNA has resulted in debates over who can 
"own" biological material and the commodification of such material, often by 
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large pharmaceutical companies funding institutional research. Is Schneider 
reclaiming his ownership over the representation of his body and its matelials, 
or is th is question misplaced given the business of biotech? The portrait has 
morphed to encompass the complex nature of subjectivity in the age of foren
sic analysis. 'When we scrutinize one aspect of the human system, we often lose 
our connection to the larger picture. Om genetic blueprint adds another layer 
to representations of selfhood, but none of these layers is sufficient, in isola
tion, to explain who we are. 

The cultural necessity for questions about selfbood and ownership of 
genetic material can be illustrated by the case of John Moore, a Seattle busi
nessman, who had surgery to remove his spleen when he had hairy cellleu
kemia.26 He received treatment from a specialist at the UClA School of 
Medicine. The doctor kept him flying back to Los Angeles for rests over the 
next seven years. Unknown Lo Moore, the docto r had bee n patenting unique 
chemicals in Moore's blood and negotiating with a Boston company for shares. 
"What piqued Moore's suspicion was his doctor's request for bone marrow, 
skin , and sperm samples in addi tion to his usual blood samples. Moore found 
out that his tissues had been patented and turned into a product. A Swiss phar
maceutical company, Sandoz, paid 15 million dollars for the right to develop 
Moore's cell line (named the Mo-cell li ne). lie sued his doctor for "property 
thef"t'' in addition to malpractice. 

Although the California Supreme Court that heard the case in 1990 
stressed that physicians must inform patients in advance of surgery that thei r 
tissue could be used for research purposes, they nevertheless ruled that Moore 
had no property rights lO his O\vn Lissue. The ruling clearly illustrated the shift 
from private research to a dramatically expanded global biotech marketplace 
catering to the interests of large pharmaceutical companies (forging alliances 
'With researchers) and their stockholders. 

Returning to Cary Schneider, the artist raises questions about what sign i
fies "identity" and "ownership" in the age of forensic evidence, medical imag
ing technologies such as CAT, MRI, and PET scans, and the pateming of 
bloodlines. If a pormut is not a naturalistic or absu-acted representation of the 
external semblance of a human individual, but one or more enlarged frag
ments of a private intelior identity thal enters the public realm, how does this 
alter how we perceive subjectivity and selfhood? 



In a piece by liligo Manglano-Ovalle, entitled Doug, joe, and Genevieve, of 
1998, each person is represented by a computer-manipulated image of their 
DNA and the three vertical photographs are hung together in a uiptych (fig. 
l). The participants are Doug Ischar, an artist, his partne r Joe, and their art
ist friend, Genevieve Cadieux. Each image is over five feeL high; the DNA 
samples are thus given anthropomorphic scale. This is parL of Manglano
Ovalle's project The Garden of Delights, in which the Spanish-born artist made 
48 Cibachrome prints of digitized DNA samples. The artist asked sixteen 
people to choose two ~-elatives or friends to participate ·with them. Manglano-
: -=- Ovalle was assisted by Dr. Suzanne Hart 

3 - - at Wake Forest University (who was 

~ @ ~ ' • ... then the director of the biochemical 
wr ~ • ~ and molecular genetics laboratory) . 
~ _ :_. She put the samples through poly-

• merase chain reaction teste; and helped 
£ . == - • .. the artist develop the chainlike DNA 

· col= L : imageryY By hanging the images as 
;,• _::::.- triptychs Manglano-Ovalle, not only 

utilized the format of the altarpiece 
Inigo Doug, Joe, andGenevieve, (the title makes reference to Dutch art-

from The Garden of Delights, 1998 ist Hieronymous Bosch's tliptych The 
Ganlen ~!Earthly Delights, of the early 1500s), he also redefined the family por
trait. Doug, joe, and Genevieve raises questions about genetic information and its 
relation (or not) to emotional intimacy. 

In the works of Schneider and Manglano-Ovallc, the DNA profile - usually 
associated with forensic labs identilying the perpetrators of violent ctimes or 
with medical labs determining paternity or hereditary propensity to disease 
changes their artistic perceptions of self-portraiture and portraitli.keness. They 
represent individuals as genetic "profiles." For better or for worse, something 
invisible to the naked eye becomes implicated in new perceptions of selfhood. 
The artists struggle "vith what that might mean. 
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The Language of DNA (or "The Code of Codes") 

it is a new era and we need a nev.J kind of a:rt.28 

The language of DNA, the metaphors used to describe it, and how this infor
mation is "translated" is also a concern for biotech artists. Brazilian-born 
Eduardo Kac (pronounced "Katz"), an artist and a professor at the School 
of the Art Institute of Chicago, is a pioneer in biotech art. At the festival Ars 
Electmnica 99J Kac presented his controversial and ongoing work Genesis (first 
exhibited in 1999 and on display at the festival). Central to this work are 
notions of translation, coding, and decoding. 

The artwork begins with the imperialist and authoritarian statement about 
human supremacy over nature taken from the Old Testament book of Genesis: 
"Let man have do min ion over the fish of the sea, and the fowl of the air, and 
over every living thing that moves upon the earth." Perhaps it was the inflex
ible ideology of the statement that spurred Kac to convert it into Morse code 
(dots, dashes, word spaces, and letter spaces). Morse code is significant, both 
because it has a similar binary logic to digitalls and Os, and because it was the 
technology that arguably ushered in the global information age.29 

Kac then converted the Morse code into genetic code - Adenine, Guanine, 
Cytosine and Thymine, abbreviated as A, G, C, T (the chemical base pairs that 
make up the rungs of the DNA molecule, the famous double helix). DNA 
is used by Rae on numerous levels, as material, as process, as life form, and 
as metaphor. Kac is well aware of the way DNA is spoken of as a map, blue
print, or recipe for life, as the "code of codes," or as a "souped up photocopy 
machine."30 He plays with this notion of coded information. 

With the assistance of a biotech company and Charles Slrom, a Chicago 
geneticist and director of the Department of Medical Genetics of the Illinois 
Masonic Medical Center, a gene "written" by the code was synthesized.31 Bibli
cal passages are no strangers to translation, having been translated from 
Hebrew, in to Greek, into other languages, and now into Morse code and the 
"language" of DNA. 

The "artist's gene" carrying the coded biblical passage was combjned with 
a protein that glows cyan when illuminated by ultraviolet light. The gene and 
the protein were inserted into a species of E. coli (commonly found in the 
human gut), which could reproduce the gene. The genetically engineered 



bacteria was then put in a petri dish along with another strc1in of E. coli that 
glows yellow under ultraviolet light, but does not carry the Genesis gene. 

How does all this appear as an installation piece (figs. 2-3)? Entering the 
dark exhibition space, the viewer is confronted with the petri dish illuminated 
by lights on a pulpit-like platform. On one wall is a large projected image- the 
bacte ria in the petri dish blown up in scale. Due to its increased size and its 
focal colour within the darke ned room, this large circle of blue with greenish
yellow areas almost resembles a planet in space, mysterious and compelling. 
On the wall next to it is projected the genetic alphabet: CTCCGCGTATI and 
so on. On another wall is the biblical passage itself. A computer screen also 
shows the bactetia in the petri dish. 

Multiple languages coexist, like esoteric messages with hyberbobc signifi
cance: the Book of God, the Book ofLife or Nature, Information. Biology, 
language, and technology are contingent in this seductive piece. Biological 
"life"- bacteria - is in the petri dish for us to examine. Translation from one 
"language" to another is what allows us to "read" the genetic alphabet of biol
ogy. Technology is what fac ili tates humans to manipulate, u-ansfer, and splice 
gene. 

The piece is interactive. By using the internet or by visiting the gallery, the 
viewer can hit a switch that illuminates the bacteria with either white or ultravi
olet light. The flick of a switch or the click of a mouse accelerates the mutation 
rate of' the bacteria when it is exposed to ultraviolet light. The result of this 
mutation is not only the creation of a new strain of bacteria, it is a new transla
Lion of the biblical verse. The easy public access to manipulating the building 
blocks oflife raises questions about the power to change, and makes one won
der about biotech regulations or Jack thereof. By giving an old myth - the bib
lical pa ·sage - a contemporary twist, Kac has made every spectator a co-author 
of the Book of Life. The language of genetics becomes a communal process. 
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But does this rewriting undermine the dogmatic assertion of the original pas
sage, which grants "man" absolute authority over the ear th, while unnerving 
those already afraid of human tinkering with the genome as an act of defiance 
against "nature" or God? Or does it reinscribe DNA as the master code and 
humanity as the master speci.es? The resultant ambiguity is unsettling. 

At the end of the exhibit the translation occurs again in reverse: from the 
now mutated DNA back into Morse code, then back into English. In one ver
sion it reads: "Let aan have dominion over the fish o f the sea and over the 
fowl of the air and over every living thing that ioves ua eon the earth." Slight 
changes, perhaps, but in an imal and human populations, small corruptions in 
DNA can, of course, have devastating consequences in terms of disease, disabil
ity, and even survival. 

In later exhibited versions of Genesis, Kac included t\<vO laser-etched granite 
encryption Stones (figs. 4-5) . Kac has adapted the idea of the Rosetta Stone dis
covered by Napoleon 's troops in 1799, by using a triple language system. vVhile 
the Rosetta Stone, which proved so evocative to antiquarians and linguists, 
contains three languages- Greek, demotic script, and hieroglyphs, each stone 
in Kac's diptych includes three different "languages"- the biblical passage, 
Morse code, and the DNA alphabet. On one slab the order is from the bibli
cal passage to Morse code to DNA, and on the other, the order is reversed with 
the now mutated biblical passage listed last. Becanse the re are two stone slabs, 
they also recall the tablets Moses brought down from the mountain, inscribed 
\>vith the Ten Commandments.3~ These references call up the age-old interest 
in how life (as well as powe r and authority) is defined through text. 

Yet Genesis also includes living organisms. Flesh and logos must coexist. 
Information cannot be disembodied. There is interplay between durabili ty and 
permanence (the stone slabs) and the fluidity and unpredictability of life pro
cesses (the bacteria itself) . N. Katherine Hayles' astute accoum of Genesis also 
notes that the "sentence that emerges from the bacteria's mutations speaks not 
only of dominion but also of rich interconnections in which causation is multi
ple and massively parallel, thus giving the lie to human agency as the un iquely 
important element in the rich stew of recursive feedback loops we call11fe. "33 

Does Kac "relocate humanity within the complex ecological systems of 
life ratl1er than above or below it"?31 Is the artist less involved than the bibU
cal text in placing humani ty at the apex of creation? Are we authors, are we 
observers, or are we equal participants in Genesis? Viewers are implicated in 



Eduardo Kac, Encryption Stones, 2001 

the act of translation, interpretation, and mutation. This is not n1erely about 
what humans are capable of. '"'h y do we want to do cenain things? How do we 
demonstrate responsibility and complicity in relation to biotechnologies? It 
is unnerving when artist George Gessert reminds us that Ctmesis was first dis
played in Linz, Ausrria, a favorite city of Hider's, close to where Hitler him
self was born, thus making a link between Nazi eugenics, genetic engineering, 
and megalomania.35 Kac, a Brazilian, is also of j ewish origin. Genesis brings 
issues and questions about genetic research - from the past and present- to 
a viewing public, opens up a dialogue, and leads us to ponder its charged 
implications. 

Ch ristine Davis' ACCTI andllofl998-1999 provides a different take on 
the genetic code (fig. 6). Combining tiny squares of steel, each etched with a 
letter of the genetic alphabet, with tl1read, she turns the genetic code into two 
hanging panels tl1at resemble Oat pieces of fabric. Under a microscope the 
code is indeed tangled and stringy in appearance. Only via its abstraction and 
interpretation does it become the clear string of information, a series of letters 
in panicular combinations. Life is much messier d1an this, and perhaps this is 
alluded to by the tangled string ends. According to Davis, "The genetic code 
seemed to be a radical shift from mechanics to communication, from how the 
body "works" (blood and guts) to how it "means" (blocks of letters). The idea 
of genetics as a universal language of life was something I found quite menac
ing.":SG Why does she find it menacing? A universal language or genetics is one 
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that can easily become conflated with new stan
dards of normativity (insertion of "desirable" 
or "healthy" genes) and deviance (removal or 
"undesirable" or "unhealthy" genes). 

ACGT I and IT also calls up a gendered 
approach, given the association of needle
work and se\>ving with the labour and sociabil
ity of women. The so-called code of life is he re 
stitched together from vatious components 
(and disciplines): steel and thread represent 
technology and life, the biological code sup
posedly "programs" our fragi le flesh. Life lit
erally hangs in the ba lance. Davis seems to 
suggest that products of art and products or life 
are both routine ly manufactured and commod
ified, albeit in dissimilar ways. 

Both Kac's Genesis and Davis' ACGT I and II were pre en ted at "Paradise 
Now: Picturing the Genetic Revolution," a major show of genetic art that 
opened at Manhattan 's Ex it Art Gallery in September 1999. According to the 
catalogue introduction, 

Most of the work in the exhibition has been made outside of the sanctioned 
imerests of the mainstream arL world, and as a result has been marginal
ized as much by its scdousness and specificity as by its subject matter. But 
lhe issues about which these artists make art arc now central to the world 
at large.36 

The media spotlight on new developments in genetics facilitates an increased 
public awareness, and, given the central focus on technological developme nts 
in the work of many contemporary artists, genetic art will indeed be extremely 
important to biotech debates. Whether or not it will eve r move into the "main
su·eam" of art p roduction depends on h o-w one defines that term. Politically 
effective art often only becomes mainstream in retrospect, once some distance 
and time has passed , and it depends on the theoretical le ns applied or the 
in terpretative tools utilized to assess it 

Some critics are skeptical of biotech art's longevity, assuming it to be a nov
elty or trend; Peter Schjeldahl in The New Yarkergives it "the shelf life of milk."38 



Compare this to Carole Kismaric, a co-curator of the exh ibition Paradise Now, 
who calls biotech art the "imagery of our times."39 I caution against embracing 
either account. The Human Genome Project will continue to galvanize public 
attention longer than it takes milk to sour, and the gene is not the only visual 
catalyst of the twenty-first century.40 

Collapsing Boundaries (Hybrids) 

Artists not only comment on the communicative metaphors of genetics, they 
also comment on how genes can be combined to create life forms that are 
simultaneously innovative, fascinating, and disturbing. There is a long histori
cal tradition of public fascination with freaks, chimeras, monsters and the gro
tesque. Artists tap into this history, from the literary tradition that begins with 
Mary ShelJey's Frankenstein, to the display of living specimens in circus side
shows, to Hollywood films about cloning, mad scientists, and eugenics.41 

In this section, I offer four examples of hybrids: biological, digital, sculp
tural, and painted. Firstly, Eduardo Kac's most notorious work, GFP Bunny. Kac 
defines the term he inve nted, "transgenic art," as a 

new art form based on the use of genetic enginee1ing techniques to transfer 
synthetic genes to an organism or to transfer natural genetic material from 
one species to another, to create unique living beings .... With at least one 
endangered species becoming extinct everyday, I suggest that artists can 
contribute to increase global biodiversity by inventing new life forrns. 42 

Art's role has dramatically expanded if it can contribute to increased biodi
versil)'. Kac's artworks are so unorthodox that they instigated a symposium at 
Chicago-Kent College of Law: "Art, Science and Free Speech: The Work of 
Eduardo K-1.c."'f3 His work raises many questions, including what does it mean 
to use biotechnology as an artistic medium? The GFP Bunny, Alba, an albino 
rabbit born in February 2000, is indeed a creature that could not exist with
out human intervention. Her name means both white and, fittingly, dawn of 
day. Kac, in th is work, relied on collaborations with scientists and technicians. 
Alba was created inJouy-en:Josas, France, by zoosystemician Louis Bee (Bee 
coined this term to describe the digital modeling of living systems), and scien
tists Louis-Made Houdebine and Patrick Punnet, botl1 working at tl1e Institute 
National de la Recherche Agronomique.44 
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GFPis green fluorescent protein, and it is found in the Pacific Northwest 
jellyfish Aequorea Victo-ria. GFP occurs in many organisms: slime mold, yeast, 
bacteria, fruit flies, viruses, and zebra fish. After its isolation from the jellyfish, 
the GFPwas modified in the bacteria to become EGFP, a synthetic mutation 
that enhances GFP, giving it a magnitude of two times greater fluorescence in 
mammalian cells. 

The genetic sequence that produces the enhanced green fluorescent pro
tein was joined with the rabbit genome through the molecular biological pro
cess of zygote microinjection. Supposedly (although it has been argued that 
Alba would ha~e to be shaved first) , the rabbit glows bright green under blue 
light with a maximum excitation at 488 nm.45 The rest of the time she is an 
ordinary white rabbit with pink eyes. Rae states that the GFPis harmless to her, 
as well as to od'ler animal species (many lab experiments with GFPback him 
up).16 However, to assert that GFPdoes no harm is not the same as stating tl1al 
genetic modification or transgenic experiments are animal-friendly. The num
ber of lab animal deaths from genetic experimentation is truly appalling, and 
certainly reiterates the point about domination made in the biblical passage in 
Kac's Genesis. 

Kac asserts that he is concerned with taking responsibility for the creatures 
he modifies. He wants to counter any idea that a genetically modified animal is 
a monstrous thing, and he often brings up issues of the crossbreeding of plants 
and the selective breeding of animals throughout history, as if to imply that 
this is the logical next step. Alba was supposed to return home to Chicago to 
live ·with Kac, his wife, and their daughter in J uly 2000, but the director of the 
French government laboratory refused to release d1e bunny.47 The integration 
of Alba into a family setting would have allowed Kac to experience a transgenic 
being on an informal and emotional level. 

When the lab withheld Alba, Kac began a "Free Alba" campaign on his 
website. This jibes with tl1e artist's notion that Alba herseu· is not the artwork, 
but rather that GFP B-unny as a whole is the am-vork, which includes the cre
ation of Alba, her social integration, and the public debate surrounding her 
creation. The issue of ownership of the bunny remained unresolved at the 
time of Alba's death at the age offour.48 In Gfip Bunny, Kac utilized a bioengi
neering process, attempted to humanize it, and opened up space for a critique 
of it, all in one work. 



Artist Eva Sutton, who has also worked as a software designer, created 
Hylnids (2000), an interactive digital installation that she has described as a 
"surrealist slot machine."19 It allows users, with the click of a mouse, to create 
transgenic creatures by randomly altering combinations of animal body parts 
(fig. 7) .50 The very nature of the artwork makes connections bet:\veen software 
design and biological system manipulation, while Sutton's pr~ject was also 
influenced by recollections of the Grimm's fairy tales read to her as a childY 
Are these the new monsters under the bed? What are the consequences of 

such recombinations in our fanta-
sies and in reality? The permeabil
ity of species boundaries is certainly 
highlighted in transgenic research; 
Sutton gives us a playful way to 

explore what this means in terms 
of selective breeding and aesthetic 
experimentation. 

In 1994, Thomas Griinfeld cre
ated Misfit (St. Bernard) (fig. 8). 
This sculpture, part of the Saatchi 

Collection, London, is made from taxidennied animal parts, with the body of 
a Saint Bernard dog and the head of a sheep. This chimera has a surprising 
appeal despite, or perhaps because of, its incongruity. Misfit raises the specter 
of genetically modified creatures that might one day exist, although, to what 
purpose, remains an open question. Will they be living works of art? 

Lastly, the painting The Farm (2000), by Alexis Rockman, offers the specta-
cle of genetically modified animals and produce coexisting with more familiar 

livestock (fig. 9). The painting com
bines a natuxalistic style and math
ematical perspective with flattened 
elements more reminiscent of adver
tising or graphic design . Against 
the backdrop of a field of neatly 
planted rows of soybeans, stand an 
obese pig bred for organ donation, 
a three-v.ringed chicken, a square
bodied cow, a basket of square tom a

Thomas Grunfeld, Misfit (St. Bernard), 1994 toes, a plant producing rectangular 
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cucumbers, and in the very fore
ground, the infamous mouse with a 
human ear growing on its back, refer
ring to a 1997 experiment by Dr . .Jay 
Vacanti. Vacanti, a transplant surgeon 
at Massachusetts General Hospital 
in Boston, grew a human ear from 
cartilage cells and grafted it onto 
the back of a mouse. To some crit
ics, despite the possible applications 
of this research in terms of growing 

replacement tissue, the stiJl photographs and filmic images of the mouse are a 
dramatic example of monstrous experimentation. 

Floating vignettes in Rockman's The Farm include a prize-winning show 
dog and the DNA double helix. Pressures on the farm are evident in terms or 
human food consumption and crop enhancement, advances in genetic engi
neering, and medical applications of modified lifestock. The farm has become 
a locale serving corpontte and pharmaceutical interests. Scientific expedments 
first performed in a laboratory are now part of the "natural" environment. A5 
Rockman puts it, "The flora and fauna of the farm are easily recognizable; they 
are, at the same time, in danger of losing their ancestral identities."52 

The Monstrous Future 

... leam to remember that we might have lmm otherwise, and might yet be ... 53 

Let us be transformed! 54 

We are sometimes told that "the future is now," or informed that th.ere is noth
ing we can do about our information-driven economy and inevitable techno
logical transformation. l am profoundly skeptical or a ny statements stressing 
that the future is a done deal with no viable alternatives, because these 
attempt, through foreclosure, to undermine agency and political efficacy. 
Rather than giving in to the inevitable, an engagement with the monstrous 



future, as defined by Jacques Derrida, is much more significant, radical, and 
productive. This approach also respects the alteri.ty of any fi.Hure(s) . 

A future that would not be monstrous would not be a future; it would already 
be a predictable, calculable, and programmable tomorrow. All experience 
open to the furure is prepared or prepares itself to welcome the monstrous 
anivant, to welcome it, that is, to accord hospitality to that which is abso
lutely foreign or strange, but also, one must add, to try to ctomesticate it, that 
is, to make it part of the household and have it assume the habits, to make 
us assume new habits. This is the movement of culture. Texts and discourses 
that provoke at the outset reactions of r~jection, that are denounced pre
cisely as anomalies or monstrosities are often texts that, before being in rurn 
approp1iated, assimilated, acculturated, transfonn the nature of the field of 
reception, transform the nature of social and cultural experience, historical 
experience. All of history has shown that each time an event has been pro
duced ... it took the form of the unacceptable, or even of the intolerable, of 
the incomprehensible, that is, of a certain monstrosity. 55 

Significant art often produces such unacceptable or initially incomprehen
sible events. Returning to the original question: what are the cultural, politi
cal, and aesthetic roles of artist'> working with advanced technologies, such 
as bioenginee1ing? In the best scenarios, the roles are to expand art-making 
practices and possibilities; to stage interventions; to critique; to provoke; to 
transform; to startle us out of our complacency; to reveal the conflicted and 
contradictory impulses implicit in complex cultural investigations; to jar us 
out of ineffectual and anachronistic dichotomies which privilege one term 
over another (male/ female , culture/ nature, flesh/ metal, human/ animal, 
self/ other); to push forward a politics other than what currently exists; and 
never to be blindly complicit in , or indifferent to, those workings oflate capi
talism. and liberal humanist rhetoric that privilege individual interests over 
communal ones. 

Biotech is not automatically Biopower Inc.; it does not have to be a hand
maiden to capitalism and globalization. There is nothing innately liberatory or 
oppressive about biotechnologies themselves. They are motivated by, facilitated 
by, or embedded in, modes of thought and action that determine their appli
cations, their uses/ abuses. Technological development, according to professor 
of political science Langdon Winner, 
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begins with the recognition that as technologies are being built and put to 
use, significant alterations in patlerns of human activity and human institu
tions are already taking place. New worlds are being made ... The construc
tion of a technical system that involves human beings as operating parts 
brings a reconstruction of social roles and relationships.56 

Artists are "operating parts" in this reconsu·uction. Can they uncover more 
productive options than unbridled individualism and wealth? Can they pro
mote options that evoke promises or integration and kinship with a ll matter? 
To escape entrenched ways of thinking about bodies, one must come to terms 
with the fact that "genomes are constantly changing, the taxonomy of living 
things cannot be rigid, and boundaries between its objects cannot be sharply 
defined, including the definition of Horno sapiens."57 

. Artists speculate about futt.tre embodiment through represen r.ation. Future 
bodies are frequently imaged as cyborgs or hybrids, biological-digital e ntities 
commingling various genders, sexualities, ethnicities, nationalities, classes, spe
cies, abilities, and intelligences. These are anxious bodies, alien others, post
humans. These are the ghost-haunting alarmist visions ofbiotechnology (when 
scientists are accused of"p.laying God" or introducing "unnatural" life forms 
into the environment). The posthuman body is also the promising stranger 
embraced by the transhumanist movement, and groups such as the Extropians, 
who believe in taking charge of and directing our own evolution. 

Transhuman means a human in transition. The World Transhumanist 
Association reports on scientific research regarding all topics related to 
the improvement of human capabilities and the extension of life.58 The 
Extropians, once a little known California-based organization, have formed t11e 
Exu·opy Institute. Their central goal is to achieve immortality through technol
ogy.59 Spokesperson and president of the institute, Max More, wri tes: 

We challenge the inevitability of aging and death, and we seek continuing 
enhancements to our intellectual abilities, our physical capacities, and our 
emotional development. We see humanity as a transitory stage in the evolu
tionary development of intelligence. We advocate nsing science to acceler
ate our move from human to a transhuman or posthttnlan condition.60 

The Extropians seem oblivious lO the political and economic implications 
of their manifesto. vVhat is not mentioned is the fact tbat the inevitability of 
death and obstacles to emotional development for most of the earth's human 



population are not the result of aging or infirmity, but of famine, extreme 
poverty, lack of clean water, absence of ,,;edicines to treat d isease, the lack of 
access to an adequate education, and civil war. The Extropian blindspot is their 
unstated awareness that they are speaking from a position of economic, educa
tional, western ptivilege. The promotion of self-transformation falsely affirms 
the singularity and denies the heterogeneity of bodies. 

Privileging the individual and individual "choice" is a central tenet of 
capitalist free enterprise, market expansion, and consumerism, all things that 
generally interfere with equality among peoples and nations. It denies rec
ognition of how an individual is produced within a social matrix; everything 
becomes a matter of personal choice, and the limitations placed on individu
als by social and political circumstances are rendered opaque. Any dynamics 
of transformation will likely be tempered by economic, class, racial, ethnic, 
gendered, and sexual realities, as well as by age and ability. These are the dif
ferences that must be taken into account, and that responsible postmod-
ern theorists value as indicative of human diversity, as illustrative of systemic 
inequalities and injustices, and as instructive regarding the social operations 
of power.61 Attempts to whitewash such differences should be viewed \vith 
extreme caution. 

Posthumanism describes a state of awareness that "human" is no lo nger 
an adequate description of what we are becoming. Social democratic posthu
manism, as an Ol'llology and phenomenology, could allow us to experience the 
world differently, open our corporeality and subjectivity to co-mingling, co
evolution, and a more equitable co-existence. What is required, are ways for a 
group to be a "constant generator of de-individualization. "62 

In terms of a biopolitics of biotech art, is it possible for there to be new 
fusions of organisms, machines, and systems concerned not with individual 
self-enhancement, but rather with the proliferation of difference and the 
creation of innovative systems that can foster cross-cultural and cross-species 
all iances with the goal of benefiting all rnatt.e r? If people have affinities with 
others based on an understanding of the wo rld as a series of differential yet 
interconnected systems, all of which are effected by a negative change in just 
one, then perhaps liberal humanist notions of auLOnomy can be sabotaged 
with a more social democratic vision.03 I am not suggesting that all biotech 
art producers arc interested in promoting social justice. Rather, how art-
ists who incorporate biotechnologies positions them, whether they like it or 
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not, in relation to certain debates regarding the role of technology in human 
experience. 

We are embodied, and biotechnology reveals that this embodiment, rather 
than being about how we are distinct from other entities, demonstrates the 
degrees to which we are compatible, adaptable, permeable, and modifiable, 
especially in view of proposed integrations of organic and digital technologies 
(wetware and direct human-to-computer communication). Xeno-transplanta
tion investigates the possibility of human recipients of transplanted pig organs 
that have been genetically modified to resist rejection. How many species ·will 
need to be incorporated within the human body (through xeno-transplants or 
the ingestion of GMO foods) before we consider ourselves transgenic and give 
up the notion of species superiority and species integrity? 

Such investigations tweak our recognition of the Others crowding out the 
archaic yet hardwired notion of a singular separate unique self, a conscious 
boundaried autonomous being (the diehard myth and illusion that has so fre
quently legitimized rampant individualism, and cJass and racial hierarch ies 
leading to exploitation and prejudice). 

The thought of becoming part of a fusion of organisms, machines, and sys
tems is terrifying to many, as is making genetic modifications that are passed 
to subsequent generations. Whereas formerly evolution, a messy and hap
hazard process, happened over thousands of years, the purposeful alteration 
of genomes (particularly in organisms grown o n a commercial scale such as 
industrialized agriculture) may result in d ramatic changes with in a short time 
period. How do we (re)define ourselves in light of these m ind-boggling pos
sibilities? The panic implicit in bodily instability is profound, raising fears of 
"contamination." What if, instead of encouraging empathy, egalitarianism, and 
symbiosis, viral hostility or totalitarianism infiltrate these hybrids? 

What we make of this bodily instability will determine how we negotiate 
our mutation into somethjng other than our current human condition. To 
embrace this indeterminacy, this collapse of boundaries, would be the ultimate 
outcome of that strand of thinking that views all life, energy, and invention 
as interdependent and contingent. We do not evolve (whether biologically or 
culturally) in isolation. The stress is placed not on an ouunoded "survival of 
the fittest" paradigm, but on our symbiotic interactions with other species and 
with the eovironmen t.64 



The ultimate outcome of such views has variously been described as a net
worked consciousness, a hive mind, or a global brain; life becomes a massive 
parallel processor. It is tempting to label this view holistic in a (Gaian new-age) 
way that diminishes its appeal, import, or shock. Howeve1~ it is a prevalent view, 
one promoted by the interconnectedness of biology, cosmology, and systems 
theory, and the desired outcome of proponents (physicists, biologists, chaos 
and systems theorists) of a Theory of Everything (TOE) . 

The audacious human quest for a Theory of Everything would supposedly 
resolve all the contradictions between quantum, biological, and cybernetic 
approaches to the world. It would be the final explanation and demystification 
of how the universe works, an event horizon beyond which nothing would ever 
be the same again. The veil of ig11orance lifts as intelligence goes supernova, or 
so the story goes (as usual, humanity could use less hubris and more humility). 

Biotech art, like the genre of science fiction, prepares us for the unfore
seen changes to come by negotiating treacherous terrain, exploring both the 
seductive appeal of biotechnologies and strategies for bioresistance. Biotech 
art engages us in a dialogue about the challenges, promises, and perils of bio
technology today, as well as its aesthetic dimensions. I use the term "aesthetics" 
not in reference to a detached objective view of art, wherein values are falsely 
argued as implicit in the artworks themselves, but rather to describe an ideo
logically informed approach to the visual that acknowledges the social con
struction of values. In other words, an awareness that some types of bodies or 
forms are ptivileged to the exclusion of other types, an approach that has real 
consequences. 

Tobin Siebers, when discussing "the body aesthetic," states, "the making of 
any object, out of any substance, by a human being is also in some way a mak
ing and remaking of the human."6!i In light of this assertion, the political, cor
poreal, and psychic dimensions of our engagement with biotech art and its 
aesthetics are crucial. In the balance hangs nothing less than a stake in the 
redefinition of "the human." 

vVhat would a bioaesthetics entail? Entering the culture of advanced genetic 
technologies requires an extreme expe1imental attitude, the breaching of 
boundaries, and the transgression of established rules. 

Bioaesthetics needs to be excessive as well as critical . It must be wasteful, 
extravagant, and non-utilitarian. lL must be ready, at any moment, to turn 
back upon it'>elf, experiment upon iL'>elf, and put itself at risk .. .. It must try 
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to imagine the unimaginable, to ask questions that are not supposed to be 
asked, and to transgress the limits of positivist understanding.66 

Setious art, as always, is burdened with a hefty social responsibility. 
Rather than submitting to the dystopian mantra of Slar Trek's Borg, "resis

tance is futi le," or buying into tlte Telus assurance that, "the future is friendly," 
we would do well lO remember that the term utopia, derived from Greek, liter
ally means ou 'not' plus topos 'place,' in other words, "nowhere." The future is 
not a pre-mapped destination, but an imaginary realm up for grabs (after all, it 
never occurs, all we ever have is now). The fear of this nowhere seeps through 
ow· protective yet vulnerable membranes. This is a necessary fear; in the words 
of artist Cregg Bordowitz, "utopian potential always risks proximity to hor
ror."67 The monstrous future looms. 

To avoid the twin dangers of technophobia and technophilia requires 
ongoing visual inquiry and an informed critical stance. Biotech arti_sts, in their 
efforts to expose for public perusal what they see as the underlying implica
tions of genetic technologies, operate as if there remains an opportunity to 
expand current dimensions of thought (and they will attempt to do so with
out any guarantee of success) . Mergings of biotechnology and art have the 
potential to challenge ideologies of human "progress" that are entrenched 
in anthropocentrism. Some of the most subversive weapons against domi
nant biomedical and corporate ideologies of human "progress" (which often 
dangerously elevate egoistic initiatives or profits over egal itarian impulses, or 
value human life over other life forms) include appropriation, manipulation, 
refusal, irony, satit·e, and skepticism. Fortunately these arc modes in which a 
great deal of biotech art excels. 
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Kate Armstrong I FEEDS AND STREAMS: 
RSS POETICS 

In this issue of The Capilano Review a selection of some of the foremost writers, 
thinkers and artists working today in the field of digital literature have contrib
uted work that will be experimentally syndicated using RSS. The works are bro
ken into discrete fragments and delivered in a never-ending ite r-ative stream 
anyone who signs up. Thus the issue is intended as a dynamic cycle of remixed 
reflections, ideas, filaments, and images relating to or e merging from the con
text of digital writing. 

* * * 

Even the acronym is manifold. RSS stands for Rich Site Summary, RDF Site 
Summary, Real Simple Syndication- whatever the semantics, RSS is an emer
gent standardized format that makes it possible for information of any kind to 
be sent as an ongoing feed, creating a world where cultural information is cus
tomized and spontaneous. 

* * * 

Here is how you know RSS: you will have seen the tiny orange button on the 
blogs you read. You will have been offered the option to subscribe to any given 
stream, su~ject, tag, or person at any of the myriad points in the fabri c of Web 
2.0 living. RSS feeds out in an ongoing, dynamic process of perpetual becom
ing. Once this world has begun, how can it end? 

* * * 



Here is why you will have used RSS: perhaps you have t\¥enty favourite blogs 
or sites that you visit regularly. Maybe you are a digital soul whose number 
of sources has exceeded your ability to make a personal visit to each. If you 
already use an RSS reader, you have access to any free web interfaceby entering 
the address of your favourite sites enabling it to receive content continuously. 
Visit the website? How old world. Why would you, when it - when they - can 
come to you? An RSS reader, essentially, is a service that can parse any number 
of sources for updates, so that you don't have to visit the sites to get their infor
mation. The reader pulls it together for you, and rolls everything into one. 

* * * 

The significance ofRSS as a new standardized format derives from its capacity 
to use a programming language called XML to harness the ability to freely and 
dynamically distribute any type of information: not only text, but music, not 
only music, but video- in fact any granular, machine-readable feed from any
one using these systems. RSS is behind podcasting, blogs, and social network
ing. Consistent with one of its acronyms, RSS is simple, real simple. RSS means 
you can upload a dynamic playlist to your iPod every morning before you com
mute. RSS means you can track anything in the b1ogosphere that uses the word 
"rocketship." RSS means that anything you write, I can see. RSS means ... sim
ple, syndication, stream. 

* * * 

H ow might an RSS feed produce new art and digital literature? The automatic 
delivery of text fragments can generate new patterns of reading that come to 
be interspersed with regular life. 

* * * 
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The reJaLionship to the screen, to the digital page, is changed by having mate
rial delivered through feeds. Instead of material coming together into one 
piece on one screen, where a person can "go" to read it, the material is always 
being sent out, always in flux. It is never finalized. This dematerializes the text 
even further beyond its initial immateriality as a digital work. ow the digital 
screen, too, is blasted apart, deconstructed, set adrift. Put into a framework 
of fuU, constant movement, the feed only asks the reader ro turn it on, to sub
scribe, and then to receive. But this reception happens within the larger frame
work of multiple, manifold feeds, suggesting a culture that is being delive red 
and received from everywhere. Handpicked randomness, chosen by you, the 
viewer. You subscribe to a bicycling mailing list, a celebtity blog, a local news
paper, a band on MySpace, an industry newsletter, a city columnist, and an 
experimental novel. All of these works break in to pieces and come your way. It 
is your personal world, subscribed to by you indjvidually, delivered to you as it 
comes. 

* * * 

Here is the other thing: continuity. Something is turned on, then it runs. For 
all you know, it will go on forever. The fact that it will likely end before forever 
is a fact we know about the world, about life, but it is not a foregone condition 
of the book or the artwork - not. th is one. RSS makes a place where the book 
can be as long, as conLinuous, as individual, and as randomly interspersed with 
the world, as life itself. 

* * * 

Heraclitus: You can't step into the same river twice. 

* * * 



Further, an RSS feed now means simultaneity. If we felL once in the early days 
of the web the strange power of the digital, where the work was everywhere all 
the time, we can now understand, via this textured, moving planet of feeds, not 
only that the work can be present everywhere simultaneously, but that it con
tinues to change through context, perception and experience. In cognitive, 
social, political, computational, technological models, it is utterly manifold. 
The work continues and continues and continues to change. 

* * * 

This issue of TCR marks a foray into how to bring digital lite rature into a new 
space, how to make it a thing in the world, functioning in a way that other cul
tural artifacts have taken to functioning. This is a way for literature to be found 
again in everyday life. ll is an argument for using this technology for artmak
ing, and for bringing art, bringing writing, text, literature, into new spaces. 

* * * 

RSS uses the standardized formal ofXML so that the material is ultimately 
flexible and can be transformed into anything, anywhere, at any time. Not only 
does the material, or what's better described as the immaterial dematerialized 
superfl exible movement that is your new streaming world of text, come at you 
along with and '"'ithin your life, but it changes depending on where you put it, 
and what you do with it. Perhaps it does not go into a reader, but into a new 
feed. As fast as an RSS feed can be pulled in, it can be fed out in a new form, a 
new context, further advancing the ultimate elasticity of the text. The material 
that is held inside a feed can be picked up and read by any system. RSS is the 
sh ipping container of data: a transcendent form that can travel, that can be 
filled. Like a book. Was this always the appeal of text? 

* * * 
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In a digital RSS poetics, the work isn't interactive, it is simply active. It is not 
about the decisions of the reader who changes the outcome of the pieces, it is 
about the reader him/herself: it is about this reade r's world. It is the reader's 
experience, history, perception, inclination, passions, biases, and t.he array of 
other sources chosen by the reader in a continual, ongoing array of potential 
decisions that come to shape a person 's stream- both incoming and outgo
ing in terms of what they read and what they produce. Because as fast as the 
information comes in, it can go out. The individual is the ultimate but still 
networked node, who reads and publishes, pulls and pushes, consumes and 
produces in an ever more integrated cycle. It is not the decisions made by the 
reader in the piece but those made by the reader in the world. It is another 
way, a new way, for the digital model to meet the physical, for the subset to dis
solve into the superset, for art to meet and greet life. 

* * * 

In generative digital literature, it is said that the work has the la'it word because 
the author and the reader are suddenly in t.he same position. The work is real
ized only in the instant that it materializes. But in this culture of feeds and 
streams, it is not the author that has the last word as in the classical model nor 
the work that has the last word as in the postmodern model of gene rative pro
duction. It is the reader who has t.he last word, because the work- after it is 
released from the control of the author and dissolved into a model of genera
tive distribution -lands with the reader and accumulates there in a completely 
individualized shape. Not only is the final outcome individualized by becom
ing attached to the reader ass/he experiences the work, but the work becomes 
individualized ac; it blends with and is absorbed into the stream of information 
that is already coming to the reader. This is why it gets beyond the "work"- the 
work itself dissolves into experience. It is not only about remixing the world or 
the work, but remixing the world into the work, and the work into the world. 
The work enters a form so highly standardised it can travel anyw·bere, into and 



out of any other model. It is not only XML, it is WOAML, work of art markup 
language, art markup language, art, language. It is the moment when art dis
solves into experience, when art and life finally merge: the work meets the 
totality of the world and finds it can go anywhere. 
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David Jhave Johnston I INTERSTITIAL 

Screen shots from Interstitial, 2006 

Interstitial is a work which deals with the fundamentals or existence: life and 
death. It does not attempt to sentimentalize nor deconstruct these issues. 
Death is death; life is life. 

Interstitial art, any wark of art whose basic nature falls between, rather than within, the 

familiar boundaries of accejJled genres or media 

Equanimity is strived for: v.~tncssing that neither alters nor demands anything 
of its subject, an impartial passionless gaze that allows abstract form to disen
tangle matter from con text. In other words, if a dead caL floating in shallow 
shore water conventionally evokes repulsion, rejection, withdrawal and dis
gust, this work attempts to circumvent normal cognitive responses, and see 
the decomposing cat as a fluid undulant field of phenomena distinct from its 
actual existence or its death or the o ngoing process or its decay. 

Spatial formal principles of the video composition are distinct from its 
content. Sunlight falling through water and swaying limbs is simply beauty. 
Inte rstitial cognition emerges in the presence of the unknown. Empty mind is 
nowhere. 



The subjects of the film fit into 3 broad categories: 

1. A dead cat decomposing on the edge of the St-Lawrence river in the centre 
of Montreal, Canada, filmed over a 10 clay period from soon after its death to 
its inevitable disappearance into the current. 
2. A black cricket metamorphosing into a newborn dragonfly on a loaf of 
bread over a two hour period at an urban picnic. 
3. Micro-landscapes from inter-tidal pools in the vicinity of Vancouver focus
ing on the anatomy and innate beauty of inert materials immersed in the viscid 
swirling oscillations evoked by tides. 

Taboos 

Physical decomposition is inevitable for all physical forms; death simply is. 
What arises decays. All times have known death, most of us have thought of it, 
yet most of us have rarely examined the actual changes that bodies undergo 
after dead1. Putrefying corpses are not considered compost for high culture; 
our unease with the actual impermanence of existence exiles physical rot to 
folk legends of ghouls and comic book zombies dripping flesh. The reality is 
much more mundane and sensual; it us who rots: sheaths of our form slowly 
dissipating into other forms. 

Taboos against death are widespread; the first autopsies were considered 
heretical and obscene desecrations; corpses are hidden beneath mounds 
of earth or consumed in flames. At the same time cultures are territOiial, 
burial spaces are considered sacred land. Since long before Freud delin-
eated the COI~jtmct.ion of eros and t.hanatos as central prohibitive tendencies 
in the psyche, humans have avoided decaying flesh of humans; it physiologi
cally evokes repugnance. Yet in the Dzog Chen literature spiritual practice of 
Tibet, spiritual practitioners are advised to spend time in the charnel grounds, 
among corpses, in order to arrive at a still clear equanimity in the face of 
death. Bodies are envisioned being chopped to bits or cooked and roasted; 
sutras recited to corpses. In this sense dte work is a spiritual purative work, 
seemingly in contrast yet somewhat in harmony with Plastination. 

Interstitial fluid, in biology 
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Constraints 

The filmmaking process: 

1. The equipment needed to fit into my pockets; and to be discrete, instanta
neously usable, yet of sufficient quality for online viewing. 
2. The su~jects of the film (the objects, insects, and animals) were not to be 
manipulated in anyway, but simply witnessed. 
3. No external/artificial lighting. 
4. No changing any details of the context or setting. 
5. No post-processing. 

The web-design: 

J. The work is generative from an archive of material ( 400 AV files, action 
script.) 
2. No interactivity. The work is simply viewed. 
3. No special effects. The only transition is a cro s fade. 
4. No end. Endless loop: once begun the website streams: sequentially then in 
stochastic variations ad infinitum ... 
5. Only the rhythm of the ed iting changes (as breath changes). This is con
trolled homeostatically by bandwidth and cpu power. 

Digital poetics occurs at a computer, but instead of puJling out a feather and 
quill or a moleskin and a fountain pen, and instead of opening Notepad or 
Word or whatever processing software normally allows access to writing, allerna
tive methodologies exist 

step l. record a lot of little distinctive audio/ video files 
step 2. import, son and open in a viewer/player 
step 3. slip clear and resiliently concise into empathic logic 
step 4. rename the audio files if words occur in your mind 
step 5. upload 
step 6. display file names on website during playback 
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Even though I rarely write in verse 

1 am a digital poet 

Screenshot from "Interstitial" 

In naming files and displaying those phrase-like named su·uctures 
Concurrently with the images or sounds or films that they name 
Poems emerge 
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Laura U. Marks I TAKING A LINE FOR A WALK, 
FROM THE ABBASID CALIPHATE TO COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS, or, The Performativity of the Vector 

Une ligne pou-r le jJlaisi-r d 'et-re ligne, d 'allm; ligne. Points. Pottd-re de points. 
Une ligne reve. On n 'avail jusque-la jamais taisse rever une ligne.1 

This essay follows important continuities in what at first may appear as dispa
rate traditions in art h istory: c1a'isical Islamic art, European modernism and 
contemporary new media. Comparing several. tendencies shared by both classi
cal Islamic art and contemporary computer-based art, my research traces how 
p ri nciples of the former traveled westward , at several poin ts from the 12'h to 
the early 20'h centuries, ultimately informing the development of European 
modernism. 

1 should state at the outset the resul t I hope to achieve from this compari
son. Islamic art, as we know, is a religious arl, driven by a divine imperative, a 
will to come face to face with the Infinite. In our secular and ecumenical time, 
no such drive unifies contemporary art. Nor should it. However, l hope that 
th is comparison sheds light on a cer tain utOpian potential of contemporary 
art. With in an information-capitalist society, there is little room or time for the 
infinite. It gets crowded out by ceaseless flows of information, covered over by 
the jJixel skin of consttrnmist society, supplanted by fake infin ities that pretend to 
stand in for it. Yet people living in this crowded desert of information and cap
ital, perhaps especially people who cto not have the solace of religion, have a 
thirst for the infinite. So I am hoping that the inspiting example oflslaroic art 
wi ll show that an immanent Infinite is imaginable in contemporary society, and 
that contemporary works of computer-based art may point toward this infin
ity. I know this is a very grand claim, which may well not be borne out either by 
contemporary artwork or by the desires most people bring to it, but the imma
nent nature of this infin ity means that it will be there when we fina ll y fee l li ke 
looking for it. 

One goal of this research is to underline connections, to show the Islamic 
roots of modern abstract art, which fi nd a certain flowering in computer-based 
art. Another goal is to allow the history oflslarnic art, and the Islamic philo
sophy, theology, and science that accompany it, to pose questions to new 
media art. 



T here are presently about eight tendencies that I posit arc shared by 
Islamic art and computer-based art. In this article I explicate one of these com
mon tendencies, namely an emphasis on performativity rather than represen
tation. In both Islamic art and computer art, the work of art plays out in time. 
This can occur in the carrying out of algorithms or the attentive recognition of 
observers, or both. Here we will see tl1is performativity in terms of the relation
ship between point and line. 

In "Point and Line to Plane," Wassily Kandinsky suggested that the line 
itself is invisible; it is ''the trail left by the point in motion .... It comes about 
through movement- indeed, by destroying the ultimately self-contained 
repose of the point."2 This is a li ne that destroys as it creates; it is a time-based 
line that has no existence independent of movement. In figurative art, the line 
serves representation or depiction, such as when it is a contour that defines 
a figure. The line Kandinsky describes is a line that is free to be itself and to 
become; it is what Deleuze and Cuattari call an absu·act line. We see the free
dom of the abstract line in modern painting such as work by Kandinsky and 
Paul Klee. Here the line is in dynamic tension between figuration and becom
ing, between concrete and abstract.. I<Jee himself spoke of taking a line for a 
walk, and in his works the lines do indeed stretch their legs and test their pow
ers. The poet Michaux writes that never before I<Jee had a li ne been allowed 
to dream, to be a line for the pleasure of being a Line. In fact the abstract line 
had been permitted to dream qui te extravagantly long before it returned to 

European painting. 
Computer medja hist01ian Claus Pias suggests that the lively and destruc

tive line of which Kandinsky wrote points forward to tl1e vector of computer 
graphics.~ He re is the incarnation in phosphorus ofKandinsky's principle- a 
line that has only a momentary existence as a connection between points. In 
vector graphics the line emanating from the center of the monitor is acwally 
a moving point that leaves behind it a trail of light as it connects one point to 
another. Vector graphics are stiU used in oscilloscope and radar, those wonder
fully analog screen-based media. Vector graphics can draw quickly in real time 
with very little data, making them ideal for early computer arcade games. 

The line of vector graph ics, which is drawn as a vector from the center of 
the screen, is actually a moving point that leaves behind it a trail of light as 
it connects one point to another. It exists as a momentary leap between pro
grammed points. It doesn't have independent existence. The living-dyi ng 
line of vector graphics is taken up poetically by film scholar Sean Cubitt, who 
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defines the vector generally as "any quantity that has magnitude and d irection" 
and specifically as a line that describes not being but becoming, not identity 
but mobile relarionship.4 The television disciplined the vector into the raster, 
drawing the electron beam across the screen into 525 parallel lines (NTSC) . 
The d igital screen replaces even this time-based act of drawing with the mosaic
like array of pixels. Vector graphics are still used in 3-D animation software 
like Flash, which relies on their speed and economy to draw contours in real 
time. Elsewhere, vector graphics have been mostly surpassed by the pixel-based 
screen. 

Both Pias and Cubitt note with regret the subsumption of the vector to the 
bit map, the realtime drawing on the computer screen by Lhe discrete sample. 
Cubitt's film theory sees the vectOr as a principle of narrative, which invents 
the future in a un iverse that is u ltimately open. At the level of narrative, its 
obsolescence is tragic, as the vector's princip le of becoming gives way to t~he 

fixed unive rse of what he calls nco-baroque cine ma.5 Similarly, Pias, the mod
ernist scholar of computer media, finds it a shame that the transparency of the 
vector-based screen, wh ich allows us to see how it builds its image, has given 
way to the opacity of the p ixel-based screen, which obscures the image's origins 
in machine and software. In the vector was movement and connection; in the 
pixel, connections are hidden , and movement stops. 

Pias's genealogy from Kandinsky to vector graphics points forward from 
modern an to computer media. O ne can also fo llow this genealogy backward. 
vVhere in history do we fi nd nonfigu•·ative works of art whose lines suggest free 
movement, self-direction , and fearless becoming? Deleuze and Guattari look 
for the abstract line in art that does not tame the line into a contour: 

Whereas the rectilinear (or 'regularly' rounded) Egyptian line is negatively 
motivated by anxiety in the face of all that passes, flows, or valies, ... the 
nomad line is abstract in an entirely different sense, precisely because it has 
a multiple orientation and passes between points, figures, and contours: it 
is positively rnolivated by the smooth space it draws, not by any striation it 
mighl perform to ward off anxiety and subordinate the smooth.6 

Oeleuze and Guattari, follO\ving the art h istorian Wilhelm Worringer, find 
the abstract line in Gothic art, and also in nomad art and children's art. But 
the unsubordinated, lively line is also moving in Islamic art as early as the gth 
century. Here, I'm suggesting, is one of the deep roots of the vector. Need
less to say, the ani eonism of Islamic an, in other words, its tendency to avoid 



figurative representation, is a healthy environment for abstraction, or at least 
for lines to be free not to depict. In Islamic art, the fleeting, immaterial nature 
of the line and the sense of the point pulling it alo ng in a trajectory arrive to 
us insCiibed in stone, stucco, ceramic, and on paper. Looking at Islamic an 
compels m e to redefine the vector as the fJower of signification that pTopeL~ a sign 
to have rneaningjo1· a certain receiver. Islamic art is performative in that its vector, 
though supposedly coming from the d ivine to the human, is nonetheless acti
vated by the human receiver. 

WhiJe my focus remains primarily on the vector-like qualities of Islamic cal
ligraphy, I want to d raw you r attention to one of the origins of the free and 
lively line ofislamic art. I will just n ote that both writing and curvilinear pat
terns function in very similar ways in much of Islamic art: as ornament that 
performs the meaning of a space. A typically Islamic form, the so-called "Third 
Samarra Style," erupted in Iraq during the Abbasid caliphate sometime in the 
9•h century. In this decoration, the plant forms of Byzan tine and other proto
types were abstracted and flowed together in an endless metamorphosis. This 
style developed in Mesopotamia and spread like wildfire to everywhere but 
Spain, which kept Umayyad vegetal style.7 

Made of stucco, the Third Samarra Style shows the sure and sweeping 
movements of the craftsman, worki ng while the material was still wet. (These 
pieces were pried off the walls of a palace in Samar-ra, T raq, an d carted off to 
the Pergamonmnseum in Be rlin, where they now reside.) Art historians fall 
over themselves to qualify this style as 1 he origin of the arabesque and other 
kinds of overall ornament in Islamic art. In the arabesque, the line multiplies, 

branches, and doubles back on itself until it 
takes on an additional d imension: fractal-style. 
It almost becomes a plane. It gives the eye free
dom to roam in all directions. 

Calligraphy, or beautiful writing, has the 
qualities of abstr<lct line at the same tim e that 
it signifies words. Calligraphy is the most privi
leged form of decoration in Islamic art. Art his

style torian Oleg Grabar wtites of ornament- those 
signs tJ1at seem to m ean nothing i n themselves- that it has a perfo rmative 
function in marking the entry to a different space, for example the ritual space 
of the mosque.8 Grabar v.'lites that in Islam, life is considered impermanent 
and appearances cannot be trusted; hence what holds the community rogether 
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is language, spoken or written, as it is the intermediary of p rayerY Thus Islamic 
calligraphy can be considered the visible, Jjving line of a community of faith
the vector that holds the community in a relation with God. 

1t is not a su rprise to find one of the most compelling descriptions of the 
performativity of the vector halfway between iconophili c Europe and the ani
conic Islamic world, in Byzantine art. The Emperor Constantine V (reign 741-
75) denounced images as impious because they are composed of lines, and hence 
finite: "If the icon draws the figure of the divine, it encloses the infinite within 
its line, which is impossible." 10 

Constantine's astonishing decree might j ustify I Iamie aniconism, for 
Islamic d isapproval of making figural representations of divine beings also 
expresses a kind of artist's modesty in the face of the infinite. But, as Maric
J osee Mondzain writes in her magisterial study of the Byzantine icon , Eastern 
Christian religious icons were defend ed against Constantine's iconoclasm inso
far as they were not discrete images (thus subj ect to idolatry) but vectors that 
de1ive their meaning from the di1·ectionality of divine intention, performed by 
the worshipping viewer. The icon was saved by tho e who could argue that it is 
empty in itself, that it detives its meaning from the directionality of divine imen
tion, performed by the worshipping viewer- in other words, the icon is not 
an image, but a vecto'r. The icon, Mondzain writes, "made in the image of [the 
' natural image' of Christ, wi ll no longer be expressive, signifying, or referen
tial. It will not be inscribed with in the space of a gap, but will incarnate with
clmwal itself" 11 By th is description, the religious icon is not an image in itsell' 
but a compulsion that draws the worshipper to gaze into its absence, thereby 
enjoining the presence of God. I t pulls the worshipper's gaze beyond it, toward 
the divine. 

Calligraphy and othe r kinds of abstract Islamic ornament also have this 
vector-like quality that pulls the worshipper toward the divine as though toward 
a magnet. Writing the Qur'an is a form of prayer, as it is repeating in Lime the 
words spoken by God . The calligrapher, wri tes contemporary calligrapher 
Abele! GhaniAlani , must be both present and absent, as though daydreaming; 
as though the "energy'' that motivates the writing moves boLh from beyond 
the calligrapher and through him or her. This writing, Ala ni suggests, indexes 
the body of the calligrapher: "The letter takes the form and movement of the 
body that realizes it, such LhaL what one '"'rites becomes, as for the painter, a 
self-portraiL "12 The rhyth m of writing, Alani writes, is informed b y the calligra
pher's breath: in the drawing of a line, breath is suspended, "between life and 



death."13 So the latent rhythm of calligraphy is accompanied by the movement 
and breath of the calligrapher, not only in him- or herself but in relation to the 
divine source. (Some Muslims consider Alani's comments unorthodox or an 
inappropriate assertion of the self in the act of prayer.) 

In calligraphy, is the line abstract? Is it not in the service of language and 
required to defer to language's need to communicate? Deleuze and Cuattari 
considered writing to be a disciplining of the line 14; I would say, it's not only 
or not necessati!y that. Insofar as writing embodies the breath of the writer, as 
Alani describes, it is not a fixed symbol but the trace of a performative act. In 
other words, Islamic art is performative in that its vector, though supposedly 
coming from the divine to the human, is nonetheless activated by the human 
receiver. 

We will see below what happens to the p erforming line when writing is 
systematized. 

Fixing the point 

In the ninth century the Abbasid caliphate, like other burgeoning bureaucra
cies, needed an efficient and legible script in which to keep its documents in 

Islamic calligraphy 

order. Ibn Muqla (885-939), geometer and 
vizier to the Abbasid court in Baghdad, cre
ated a standardized, proportioned Arabic wtit
ing based on geometry (al-khatt am-mansub or 
"proportioned writing"). This standardization 
was based on multiples of the smallest mark, 
namely the cross-section of a reed pen, as a 
poin t. This point becomes the basis of all other 
measurement. It is square or a rhombus. 

In Ibn Muqla's systematized calligraphy, the 
straight line is defined as the trace that springs 
from a point, the source of curved li nes being 
noqtat, the center of a circle. 15 The line sprin.gs 
from the point, yet can also be considered 
a series of points. If the point is the mother 
of letters, the line (alif) is the fathe1·16

- less 
because of the a! if's verticality than because, 
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rotated to form a circle, it describes the fie ld of all possible letters in Ibn 
Muqla's standardization of writing. Arabic 'vvriting shows well the line latent in 
any point, the line being, in essence, a point drawn out or acted upon in time. 
But in systematized writing, the point is as small as we can go. 

Meanwhile, Islamic philosophers in Iraq in the 9'h and 1011' centuries were 
attempting to account for the smallest elements of matter, i.e. atoms, arguing 
that matter, space, time, and motion were all composed of indivisible m inimal 
parts. T he halarn atomists critiqued th e versions they received of Greek atom
ism, reframing il in a theistic cosmology. They holly debated whether atoms 
had magnitude and extension, generally concluding, following Epicurus's doc
trine of minimal parts, in the affirmative. At the turn of the 911' century, Ibn 
Mattawayah of Basra argued that atoms measure space by occupying it, and 
that they arc not triangular or round, but squarc.li The smallest possible Jine is 
made of two atoms; the smallest possib le surfac<:: holds four; and three-dimen
sional space is filled by 8 atoms. 18 

In the 9'h century, atomism reigned, not just across w1-iting and philosophy 
buy also theology, fueling fiery debates. When Cod sustains the universe, went 
the argument of the radical atomist Al-Baqillani, He sustains it one atom at a 
time, one motion at a time, with the command "Kun!" - Be! Or not. Evidently 
the a tomist phi losophers held a radical perspective on performativity: if noth
ing can be counted on to endure, continued existence must indeed be perfor
mative; furthermore, its continuity is not due to some internal power but to 

divine grace. 
The parallel concepts of square points in calligraphy and square atoms in 

philosophy raises specific questions con cerning the existence of the square in 
time. We may wonder, for example, whether the form extends internally? But 
in tl1e discrete worlds of standardized Islamic calligraphy and Islamic atom
ism, these questions are no longer posable. Standardization stops at the point; 
in fact, i t is notable that the Arabic term for standardization is muqaf, to fix or 
stop. There is infinite extension outward from the minimal pan, and an infi
nite p ossibili ty of embodied movemen t latent in the still point. No need to 
look for internal infinities - for the moment. Let us agree for now that mini
mal pans arc indivisible and sec what tl1eir doctrine migh t say to digital media. 

Atomism u-anslates well to the digital world. There is no question (is 
there?) that computers work with discrete, minimal parts: the on and off sig
nals, the bit and byte of informatio n. We may ignore for the momen t that in a 



transistor-based digital computer each "on" signa l represents a hu rtling mass 
of hundreds or thousands of electrons, each "off" signal a relative dearth of 
electrons). The pixel is the visual minimal par t that corresponds to a minimal 
part (actually a byte) of information. There 's no inside to the pixel. 

However, time and infinity arc implicit in the point or pixel because it is 
capable of drawing infinite iterations. This is beautifully illustrated in the clas
sic computer-based workEverylcon (1997) by j ohn F. Simonjr. 19 

In Every Icon, a near infini ty of forms arises from an alg01ithm describing 
the action of 32x32 pixels over an unfathomably long time. Simon calculates 
that the second line would take 5.85 billion years to iterate all its pos ible vati
atio ns. This modest-seeming artwork brings us into contact with in fin ity, o r 
certainly with an awesomely long time, which in turn puts both our lives and 
planet into humbling perspective. 

If rhythm is connected to body and breath , then the temporal ity of com
puter media does not have a rhythm; or at best its rhythm is the perfectly regu
lar beat of some in ternal timer. V\'hat comes along to shape and punctuate its 

tedious journey into the infinite? 
Only the materiality of software, 
hardware, programmers; only the 
imaginative effort of humans to 
compare numeric infi ni ty with 
our own finiteness. The rhythm 
of compute rs seems to be mea
sured by the giant On/Off of 
mortality. It is the human inter

game ventions that instill "breath" into 

software. While the latent rhythm of Islamic art, here in the p1ivileged exam
ple of calligraphy, is doubly rhythmed by the body of the artist and lhe (divine) 
breath from beyond. 

Yet some works of new media make manifest the latent movement of callig
raphy, the breath that pulls the writing, vector-li ke, toward the goal of becom
ing. Animation, video, and new media, allow calligraphy to reveals its hidden 
inner life. For example, in Mounir Fatmi's video Alphabet Rouge, in which callig
raphy spins and transforms, unfolding new fo rms. 

The inspiring example ofislam ic art shows thal an immanent Infinite is 
imaginable in contemporary socicLy, and that contemporary works or com
puler-based art point toward this infinity. 
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1 Henri Michaux, "Avcntures de I ignes," on the art of Paul Klec in Oeuvres 
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istic illusionism ( 68) . 
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18 The atomistS of Baghdad and Basra disagreed on whether atoms fill all 
space. The Baghdad view was that space is a two-dimensional container that envel
ops bodies like a skin; they generally argued, following Aristotle and his Greek 
commcntaLOrs, that there is no void and that n ature abhors a vacuum. The 
Basrian kalam philosophers, among them Ibn Mattawayah, a rgued that space is 
a three-dimensional expanse of void (Dhanani 67-68). Their debates are simi-
lar to the Greeks, who did not d istinguish between physical and geometric space; 
hence Epicurus rejected Euclidean geometry because he could not suppon the 
Euclidean hypothesis of infinite divisibility (Dhanani 103). 

19 http:/ / www.numeral.com/ appletSoftware/ e icon.hunl 
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Sharla Sava I GRIDLOCK: ANTONIA HIRSCH'S 
World Map Project 

But what has propelled the recent stage in rnapping- in gathering and arraying data in 
visual form - which can be observed in such a wide m-rcty of disciplines ?.1 

A while ago 1 received an email from my friend Antonia Hirsch, sending me a 
link to a series of snapshots on Flickr, a popular web application and resource 
for social networking via photography (www.flickr.com), that show her install
ing an artwork for Altered States, a group exhibition that took place in Taipei 
during the summer of2006. vVhen I clicked the link, there she was, roller in 
hand, filling in a patch of land just west of Hudson Bay (p. 73) . It gave me a 
bit of a thrill ro ee this informal, behind-the-scenes, view of an exhibition. 
Strange, too, to see the machinery of an exhibition taking place at such a dis
tance (I was in Vancouver at the time), and simultaneously part of a larger 
viewing public dispersed all around the world. The flickr napshors made 
Antonia's trip to Taiwan appear more knowable and immediate- as though we 
could share an experience despite being physically separated by thousands of 
kilometres. While it is true that the history of photography is deeply entwined 
with documenting and sharing our experiences of the world, be they tourist 
travels or work-related prqjects, it seems that current advances in onl ine social 
networking .technologies arc transforming the pace, volume and accessibility 
of such encounters and, perhaps, in doing so, are also transforming the social 
relations that govern the ways we have come to know images. 

The piece that Hirsch is working on in the Taipei snapshots is called 
Forecast, and it belongs to a larger series, World Map P.rojecl, begun about six 
years earlier. Forecast is a world map wh ich adjusts the relative scale of each 
country according to annual rainfall (p. 77). Installed directly on the gallery 
wall with clear, shiny, varnish, the land masses appear insubstantial, creating a 
formal parallel with the transparent and reflective surface of water. 

Another work from the World NlafJ Project included in the Taipei exhibition. 
Rivers and Border:s, juxtaposes the means by wh ich masses of land have been 
divided by the natural flow of rivers with the manufactured divisions created by 
the construction of political borders (p. 74-5). vVhen instaUed in Taipe i, Hirsch 
worked directly on the wall, using fluorescent orange marker for inscription: 



rivers on one wall, and borders on the adjacent wal l. When reworking the proj
ect as a print edition for Fillip magazine, Hirsch u·aded in the orange marker 
for texture, creating an artwork in which Lhe rivers and borders become visible 
through a process of directly embossing and debossing the paper. 

Rivers and Borders, similar w the five otber m~jor works which, to date, con
stitute Hirsch 's World M.a:p Project, draws cartography into tl1e realm of contem
porary art. In doing so, it stresses the visual basis of world maps, and the many 
other occasions in which mapping has been positio ned as a facet of the visual 
arts. While the scope of the cm~unction between cartography and art is vast 
and amorphous, what is pertinent to Hirsch's concerns is the place of this con
junction with respect to the historical breakdown of modernism. In order to 
make sense of what we are seeing here, I think it is necessary to understand 
how Hirsch's current work both calls upon and resonates with art in the era of 
what Rosalind Krauss calls "the post-medium condition."2 

While disparate in terms of media, scale and content, a common aesthetic 
aim can be said to unite the artworks in Hirsch 's World Map Pmjecl. Hirsch's art
works take the rational, objective, and highly conventionalised language of car
tography as their starting point. Thus we can see that all ilie works in the Wo-rld 
Map Project are governed by ilie same abstraction, d istance and systematisation 
which informs the modern history of European map-making. As with typi-
cal world maps, Hirsch's maps-as-art remain defiantly impersonal. In Average 
Counlr)' (p. 76 and cover), fo r instance, as with Forecast (p. 77), and Blot (p. 80), 
the anist's hand remains invisible, and the recognizable contours o f· nation or 
continent provide the basis for recognition. That is to say, Hirsch, in starting 
with a map of the world, has embraced the commonly held assumptio n that 
the world is - or is knowable as- a map. 

Although evidently interested in such documents, Hirsch's process of work
ing with iliem, as we can see with Rivers and Bo-rders, does not remain exclu
sively tied to the ideological conceits of conventional geographical knowledge. 
Hirsch introduces the materiality of representation , interrupting the trans
parency of communication, in order to displace the la miliar "world as map." 
Each of the works in the World Maps series applies a particular specialised 
knowledge as a means by which to modify or distort the conventional world 
map. In some instances Hirsch has taken statistical data as the basis for ratio
nalising an adjustment in scale. For example, in Farecast, as Hirsch notes, the 
"size of each country is represented as proportional to the percentage of that 
nation's annual rainfall"\ and with Blot ilie dimensions depend on GDP (Gross 
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Domestic Product). An adjustment of scale is also present in Average Country, 
where the size of every coun try in the world has been adjusted to conform to 
a single standard. Other works in the series rely on the process of erasure, and 
sometimes reversal, as the technique of estrangement. In ARTnews Top 200 (p. 
79) , Hirsch shows only those countr-ies rJ1at, according to Artnews magazine, 
are home to influential art collectors, and in Le Monde Metrique (p. 78) the art
ist chose metric graph paper, tearing away- and thus erasing from view- those 
countries (United States, Liberia, Myanmar) that remain officially non-meu·ic. 

·what I mean to emphasize here is that both the form and content of 
H irsch 's Wm·ldMap Project attest to social transformations brought about by 
the advent of a post-industrial, globalised world system. Rather than stressing 
the sovereignty of the individual nation-state, Hirsch 's art mobilizes data tech
nologies that rely on abstract and standardizing language in order to estab
lish relations and means of comparison. Aside from the political poin ts to be 
drawn from such re-mappings, H irsch demonstrates an important affinity with 
the minimal and post-minimal generation, adopting the language of a highly 
industrialised, information society that is more deeply reliant on networks and 
systems for social structure than on political mandates based upon the collec
tive vvill of a given population. 

Hirsch's interest in maps shares something with Belgian artist Marcel 
Broodthaers, and with post-minimal Italian artists Alighierro Boetti and 
Claudio Panniggiani, all of whom demonstrate a longstanding interest in car
tography. P.-oduced primarily dudng the 1970s and 80s, Boetti's Mappa del 
Mondo introduces geopolitics into aesthetics (or vice versa) with its series of 
embroideries depicting a world map where countries are inscribed wilh their 
national flag. In another well-known project, The Thousand Longest Rivers of the 
World (1971- 77) , Boetti demonstrates bow much of our knowledge of nature 
relies on a process of international data accumulation. Based on several years 
of amassing geographical facts, Boetti established the names and details of the 
world's longest rivers, eventually publishing them in a thousand-page artist 
book. Hirsch's Average Count1y is also reminiscent of Broodlhaer's The Conquest 
of Space: Atlas jo1· the Use of Artists and the Militm·y (1975), in which the artist cre
ated a miniature book depicting the silhouette of eight countries, each scaled 
to identical size. 

Hirsch's work in information and aesthetics is not confined exclusive ly 
to mapping. In other series, notably Anthropomett·ics (2004) and Photographie 
Met1ique (2004), she approaches conventional systems of classification from 



another angle. These photo-based series are concerned with exploring suqjec
tive and non-standard responses to standardized forms of measurement, bring
ing to mind such work as American conceptualist Mel Bochner's Measumnent 
Room (1969). Where Bochner relied on measm;ng and documenting the 
dimensions of the art gallery, Hi rsch has expanded the cr·itique of standard 
measuring systems into the world of everyday life. 

Online technologies have turned us all into potential cartographe rs. The 
digital collection and searchable database, NationMaster (wWiv.NationMaster. 
com), for instance, provides an array of world maps based on statistical data. In 
a matter of seconds (and without paying a fee! ) I can create a map of nations 
based on comparative statistics including "most murderous," "most generous" 
or "most trigger happy." Works such as Hirsch's Average Cmmt-ry, then, make 
some headway in coming to terms with how the ubiquity and flow of digital 
data has undermjoed the stability and autonomy of the modernist image. But 
it is crucial to understand that Average Count-ry, a world map in wh ich all the 
nations of the world are not only regulated by size but also literally tacked on 
top of one another, short-circui ts the certainties implied by NationMaster and 
other such statistical data. Hirsch's project functions, not as an agent oF glo
balisation, but rather as a witty and cautionary tale of globaJ isation's problems. 
What is visible to the spectator of Hirsch's work is the sobriety and utter lack 
of differentiatio n offered by this terrain. This world map is a vast, geographj
cal space condensed into a dense and narrow black hole, as if by the ideol-
ogy ofneoliberal globalisation. From a distance Hirsch 's Average Count'ry Looks 
like the gaping wound caused by a bullet, or the delicate surface of a painting 
LOuched by the aesthetics of minimalism. 

NOTES 

1 Janet Abrams and Peter Hall , "Where/ Abouts," in Else/where: MapjJing New 
Ca-rtographies oJNetrvoThs and Territories, Abrams and Hall, eels. (Minneapolis: U of 
Minnesota Design Institute, 2006), 12. 

2 Rosalind Krauss. 'A Voyage on the North Sea': ATt ;n the Age of the Post-medium 
Condition, (NY: Thames and Hudson, 1999). 

3 http://antoniahirsch.com. 
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Antonia Hirsch I LIST OF WORKS 

73. Antonia Hirsch installing her work for the Altered States exhibition in 
Taipei in summer 2006. 
Photography: A-Mao, 2006. Also available at http:/ /www.flickr. 
com/ photos/ we_love_taipei/243979783/ 

74-75. Rivers and Bm·ders, 2006 
Fluorescent marker on wall surface, lOOOcm x 270cm 
Photography: Wei-Li Yeh 

76. Average Cou.ntry, 2006 
b/ w offset prints, 67cm x 80cm x 67cm 

77. Forecast (annual rainfall by country), 2005 
clear varnish on wall surface, 444cm x 240cm 

78. Le Monde Metrique, 2005 
metric graph paper, 27.6cm x 21 .3cm 

79. ARTnews 1&p 200, 2004 
23 carat gold on pape r~ 102cm x 67cm 

80. Blot (Gross Domestic Product by country), 2000 
vinyl on wall surface, 500cm x 175cm 



Kevin Magee I TO WRITE AS SPEECH 

1. 

daub de l'aube de lade lado 
granular 

"the/a" 
body, closed or open 

ZONE SYSTEM[S] 

"'Instantaneous information, what can be seen at one Lime (without turning 
one's head), and understood a pan from a study of its parts. Additive 
information, whatever takes time to be understood, what takes time to be 
understood. Sequential development, adding on, accumulations of 
information, the uses of time, precedents, juxtaposition.' 

H er work 'accumulated,' often no beginning, ending, cycles, no ' pieces,' but 
notations, annotations, a feminist consciousness problematizing the cohesive 
totality of 'form .' 

'Open systems, infinitely referential, radial, linear, not circular (enclosed), in 
which all aspects of one 's concerns relate to all others and form a continuous 
pattern in which many directions are equally possible and choices depend on 
personal necessity (and are not irreversible) . 

Pe rhaps some neeting thought, already gone."' 

AND: 

'Zone system: I operate somewhe re between the appearance of the first black 



and the disappearance of the last white, but closer to the last white and 
sometimes beyond. 

Between the lines. Pieces as segments, without beginning or end, something 
from which to imagine a whole ... .' 

"(An undercurrent of violence). That sense of underlying violence - the 
potential of violence- under the apparent blandness, flatness, silence of 
things, under the controlled voice, behind a smile." 

AND: 

'There is always the possibility that I am not making sense, that this is not clear 
(etc.) However, to be sure that I am as clear as possible, T form the letters 
carefully, by hand. I add a certain distance, an appearance of objectivity (that 
helps)."' 

Nancy Wilson Kitchel, Visibile and Invisible, in Alan Sondheim, 
"Individuals: Post-Movement Art in America." 

"Whatever they' re made to speak is manufactured" (Fai lure to Overwhelm) 
"the beginning of writing therefore, the constraint of the symbolic, the 
beginning of culture ... the symbolic, symbolic-maintenance, within and 
without those uncanny parcellations" (Vacating of the Symbolic) "is [that] 
'you' thinking, or thinking-thinking" (Future Culture/rough draft) "The 
differential is because of the absent class, those notjacked in, those close to 
starvation; those in the midst of wars and famine, those producing these 
equations in d irt-poor factories around the world" (Future Culture/ rough 
draft) . 

uslovny ere flk sy 

(conditioned reflex) 
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made her 
being made here 
imaginaries 
you who are sure of 

"fuck (with all the contingent issues of 
oppression, power, desire, and violence the 
command implies) ." 

"thinking as bang-path behavior on 
parallel channels of real and virtual syntactic 
strategies- including the moment of the absence 
of syntax altogether. If the unconscious is 
structured as a language, it is structured as 
either silence or yammering. The moment of 
the absence is not the absence of thought, but 
the absence of the symbolic; thinking has moved 
to the imaginary and the symbolic" 
[and its non-categorical] "movement 
towards syntactic struauration is a thought 
afterthought. this movement is dialectic; there 
is also thinking in language, routing through 
the formal syntactic as imaginary- th is 
is the case in pausological analyses for 
example- how pauses operate in ordinary 
conversation. (The pause comes after 
the conjunction, i.e. after the structure 
moves to parole before the semantics are 
fixed I articulated.)" 

LANG U AG EI SANAFTE R THOUG HT 

"Language [as] an effect of neural 
processing I learning, rather than a 
ground or ur-grund" "fading-objects" 
"translucencies that shatter" (at the touch) 
(glance of the eye) your reading eye 



'my' so-called reading eye 
how it seizes on the 'part-object' 
geared toward foreclosure 
the eye (my eye) its hatchet job 
the violence of the seizures 
among this book or that 

you do not read you raid 
the raiding-reading, hacked texts 
nerves, fits , the rolling eye 
pen grabbed I words carved 
WORDS GOUGED OUT 

"It's the looking of the eyes staring hard" 
'WORDS ARE THRUSTS' 

"the work of thinking" are the I and the 
"fuzzy domains" 

"that we are doomed ... 
"that we refuse ... 
"that we are bl ind ... 

trauma #1 - - - - --- ---
trauma #2 --- -------
n·auma #3 -----------
rrauma#4 ___ _____ _ _ _ 

or 'they are and are as they are' 
on the Street of the Cockroaches 
"You lying whore" (shout of a voice 
from the so·eet, Lark St., Sat. 2:26 p.m. ) 
"You whore, you fucking whore" 
(same voice, 2:29 p.m.) 
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writing it down, does it belong to me 
it doesn' t belong to me, masculinist-rnisogyny 

or else the voice invades the car 
invasion I penetration I occupation 
What is the head not a host to? 

('site of inscription') itch of the cockroach, 
the rustle of roaches in my eyes-ears 

interiorities' continuum of injuries 
debris of the voices in the street 

am "I" or have"_" bee n or am now 
or am the already past 
recot·d/ event of the descent 
of the virtual into the real 
a spectacle that's been produced 
my heavy foot on the stairs 
the imaginary ("uncanny 
inte rpenetrations") "and I was that 
effect"- effect of my ascent-

and what kind of person is it 
and what type of human is it 
that keeps adding more to it 
cement, mud, plaster, paste 
it took a shit in cyberspace 

stamped on or stomped on 
who fucked himselffor all of you 
(tl1e public view) the .Jew 
in the house on the street 
of Cockroaches 



are you doing for philosophy 
here what another did to poetry 
where what is happening here 
is a book on a and a 

the transfigurative 
a ba - dialectic 

"To whom should we speak? To what, in fact? Under what circumstances? The 
knowledge we carry is that. of universal processes; perhaps, in our ignorance, 
we have discovered something even unknown to you? In the Rigveda, there is 
talk of an unknown god, but we are not concerned here with deity, only with 
protocol, etiquette: What is the nature of our address?" 

NEGATION RELATED TO ALTER11Y IN CYBERSPACE AND MATERIAL 
LIFE 

THAT "there's no other to cyberspace, no air an)'\-vhere" 
THAT "the body appears to breath, its organs duplicated everywhere, 
laminated across the constructed world" 
THAT "the invisible as the defined excluded, 'excluded' from the field of 
visibility and 'defined ' as excluded" 
THAT "there's a mass psychosis underway, as if being offline meant you 're 
somehow deficient, in education, worldliness, style, income, and geographic 
location" 
THAT "art became style, and has n ever left that position" 
THAT "introjections of simulacra do strange things to human beings; the 
fallout's just begun, and there's no end to cite" 
THAT "cyberspace presents the imagining of infinite territory, signs, cultures, 
spaces, depths, storage, bandwidth; New World genocide is just around the 
corner. If a'i 1 would have it, the flood is the hardening and construct of new 
capital, ne·w consumption- if the flood is, in fact, creating the new subject 
subtended to the maw of the idiotic corporate (idiotic in the sense of Rosset, 
blunt, unresponsive, in-itself, ' there,' and not in· the sense of 'idiocy') , then we 
"vill witness a new form of anomie '"vithin,' in the midst of horrendous poverty 
and ecological catastrophe 'without' 
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THAT "which returns us once again, to the phenomenology of the 'cool,' .. . 
"the pastiche of historicism, the layered o r morphed landscape, the promise of 
the digital eternal- what's 'cool' 
THAT "the notes, the 'holes' in the thing, become plateaus of past practices, 
maybe even colonialisms, they remained strange attractors, bending, cries, 
going on around them, in spite of them" 
THAT "the measure of the eyelid is the measure of the cave or cyberspace, the 
world always already fallen when it is told so. The 'cartoon' is the sign of the 
world, the sign 's horizon, unreachable debris. The cartoon is the world gone 
awr y in the face of the symbol; the oracle was the first cartoon , which still 
(Mickey Mouse) carries something (Donald Duck) prophetic (Krazy Kat) 
about it. This is why cartoons anger us, draw us within their stumbled power. 
This is why clowns, clawing the world apart, beg us to kill them." 
THAT "space of reading which is always open, penetrated, a perforated space 
splayed for reply or deletion and therefore fragile, the space of a membrane, 
torn-space, there is always ' this' space as the other end/ other hand, space of 
writing which is foreclosed, null after sending" 
THAT "save to fi le (slave to file" 



2. 

'"the artist's culture ... cross circuited'" 

"spill of speech (which chaotically can influence the real, material, 
environment) with its appearance of free labor," 

"a double-writing in which the boundary creates an imaginary and inchoate 
presence that will turn out to be the self, parceled out within the wall, 
dismembered, with the memory of a totality that comes from the waH itself" 

"the sea of crisis of speech and of storm" 
"definitions of 'social,' 'order,' and 'narrative"' 

"In real life ... facial expressions, tone of voice, and the obdurate presence of 
the body that constitutes the agreement as 'authentic,"' 

every conversation is inauthentic, 
every human contact problematic, 

the lidless eye, TV Lacan 
conspi racy theories, locks and keys 
visuality and the pressure from the below-parole 

documentaries, comic attempts to catch a worker on film, this one or that one 
saying whatever they think they're supposed to although there ·will be flows, 
blows, 

spectacle of number, human n umbers and is it a question of being coun ted 
what if the problem isn't one of d isappearing, what do you belong to 

"facial expressions, tone ofvoice, 
and the obdurate presence of the body 
that constructs" 
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negoLiations 
(agreements) 

on the wall 
at the wall 
against the wall 
before the wall 
down the wall 
across the wall 
below the wall 
beside the wall 
over the wall 

1. the "frozen inscription" and the "frame" 
what is interpretation without suspicion 
absorption: text as skin as sponge 
abstraction of a sign is its sanitation 
sanitized: assigning one meaning to the sign 

2. who has interpreted if to interpret 
is not to incorponne texts made under 
the totalitarian inscription, 
the "frozen inscription" 
decoding 

3. (not resemble) what was "reflectance 
theory" or is the work that logic does 
the 'not making strange' (is there 
thought without logic and number) 

4. the calling of an afterthought a thought 
and calling that language and is this 
where history has brought language to 
(symptom) (trauma) (shock) the work 
of interpreting as the ' turning it out' 



what is the turning of something 
in on itself if not the assigned or 
ascribed meaning, "frozen inscription" 

coda 

trust the grin that isn't thrown in your direction 
can you trust the one that saw the grin that caugh t 
the grin that kept the grin that thought it through 

nothing is ever thought through, that's the purpose 
to writing off of or at and around or are you simply 
reacting to (interpretation is never reaction) AND 

grammar is distw-bed and the absence of grammar 
is also disturbed (the problem here is languaging) 
thought and afterthought and impulse and reaction 
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3. 

"Nothing runs unless iL runs in and out of a world." 

H ow to ' turn out' Lhe return of the shape/specter 
("the instability of the imaginary, the uncanny, 
ghosts always appearing on the peripher y") 

Is Lhe virtual-real ('seamless virtual interface and reality') 
trans-planting/ placing (plating) the Imaginary, Symbolic and Real? 

simulated exposures 
the migration of consciousness 
away from a collapsing social being 
(voice from face; environment from institution, etc.) 
(' the denial by a society's members 
of the social construction of reality') 

private code compressions, frame for a thinking that 'reads' that way, 
the convolution of address, d isappearance of 'direcLness'- whatever that is, 
if every utterance collapses under its intentionality and history and context 
and a disabling analytics (anything that comes out of your mouth is not what 
you're really saying) 

reflex: 
in front of a face, 
wait for it to tell you whalto do, where to 
go I what say 
what can be said and what can't 
that this is also 'etiquette' 
(respecting parameters) o r 
appearing to 'be' there and not being there 



constant: 
'not here' 
'this is not here' 
' i t is not here' 
(what is not here) 
the monitored 'you are' 

where fate is found 
"the free-floating noisiness of the physical" 
intensity of the hearing range 
absorption 

the forecast, electrical storms 
humans and machines in the magnetic fields 

what happened to elasticity I what's that 
shape following shape (bendingness) 
have you followed too many voices 
(detach the sounds from the voices) 

do these lines comprise a grid 
or a background against which to compile 
a message to be stopped by the printing of it 
docs the primed word represent a dependency 
the getting ·used to a way words happen and sign ifY 

the circularity in spokenness I brokenness 
the criminalizing of the working class 
and 1 have studied th is, have listened a long lime 
have read out loud the transcripts 
coaling and code 

laminate and placard 
enamel, don't the words move fast e nough for you 
make them move more, putting to motion, in motion 
(fascination with subLilles) 
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division of voice from image 
space among what's heaTd and seen 

the interface as not face and not voice 
and the freeing that might be there 
the 'non response' to face and voice 
power, authority, command forms 

what's around 
what surrounds 
whatever is going on here is not really going on? 

matrix/ chora 

interstitial 
interstice 
(suture) (itch) 
mathematied 
mathematizing 
mathematamachine 

But others brought in 
others brought in from the margins 

"(It is only language, typing, that sticks in your throat?" 

repetense / ROTE 

("frozen inscription") w R 0 T E 

"Where does the reading 

experience end or even begin?" 

ruse I refusing I fuse I defuge 



au lieu (skein and skin of the social) 

"It is not that I desire blind-html, imageless, text-hysteric; it's that there is an 
additional dialog, with email, that reconstructs the possible." 

"(para 
mete1·ized) 
window 
of the Witness" 

at that 
at it 
at 

what to say at what's seen or say you saw and seeing isn' t reading 
what is reading and writing and looking too and looking through 
look at it at what look at you looking at it stopping to look it up 
look what up like look up a word looking or licking at the words 
lick it up I the body as sponge I porousness I a text that seeps 
(weeps) 

abject 
always or often enough too often the wanting that state 
wanting to luxuriate in it I roll around in it I the sty 
the wetness in the eyes 

sweeps or range I half the time thinking you 're in a pentamete r 
Blake or Milton or whatever those names are starting not to matter 

can't read anymore Sun 2:39PM 
yesterday about this time from the street 
it didn ' t have Lo get put down, it didn't have to 
it could've got let go I ignored I passed by 
puncturing the silence writing in the reading room 
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a room like that's a membrane 
what comes into it from outside 
what do you let in from it from outside 
some guy, some voice yelling something or other 
yelling at another I there 's other voi.ces 
the effect of the voice on the ·writing 
the effect of a man in the street 
random man I neighborhood I street 
not all streets I not all not at all not 

[extended pause] [breathing] [space] 

not at or out of and around not around 
space into next space dot and log 
the logs the log ins the signal posts the light 
post signals I what comes through 
what comes through is what the text would ask you 
what is a rhythm what swells what are waves 
read in silence I words on a wave 
what's an ocean what shore what 
what is it [silence] read it in silence 
what are you reading are you reading 
repeat: what is reading 

say "l know" say "I see" say "I know" 
not the books not the titles not the authors 
not the reading- writing I not the culture 
"autocentrism" tl1at you know that and can't say it 
can't say it like that I you say it through voices 
like that voice yesterday I it's what comes in 
it comes in and takes over and you go tl1ere 
and it's on your page and you're in that I from t11at 
not "from" and overcoming origin the "root." 
the simple tree 



there 's people around and how do they sound 
or down I bringing the languageing down 
langue or longue I tang I tongue 

something you hear I and what gets heard 
the what's reading can't be answered here 
the whaL are you reading and reading list and post 
ongoingness 

like a mangled sentence 
the good work goes undocumented 
unread I unheard (scream that scream 
this morning that you've heard 
and it goes unheard 

heard is not enough I not even 
the knock on the door downstairs 
the coming apart of cultures 

words I it's not just words 
you wi.ll see actions in the shape of words 
you will see words being used 
even ifyou're used to words being used 
"images kill " yes and politics 

and you don't know 
what it does, what the politics 
does I what it does to words 

welcome to the court of...vorld opinion 
without a clue I without (almost) 

here is a proposition (a thought) 
about projection (introjection?) 

the psychoanalytic flows in cyberspace 
what the book knows (what it undergoes) 
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no, masters, writes beside or along or 
it knows I it knows I it knows 

attached to the sign, no, attack signs 
what projection does is put on another 

what's coming from the flows 
callous is also protector 

sensor: what's going on arotmd here 
censor: what's going on around here 
you don't know don' t you 
no, "I don't know" 

don't you know or don't want to 
what don't you want to know 

what the book knows 
how did it get past the lists 

why no discussion about this 
the lists are light and speed 

involution I anonymity 
APPEARANCE of the APPEARANCE 
it doesn't affect what appears 
around me I what's going on around 

what's going on around here 
and it's nothing that hasn't happened before 

and why should that answer what 
what should you do if you did get up 

closure I foreclosure 
stop it I don't stop what 
"translucencies" 
sluice 



Jim Andrews I THE <BODY> OF NET ART 

The <body> of net art can be conceptLtalized in many ways, but what I'd like to 
do h ere, with an eye to the (umre, is consider it as a kind of architecture. 

But, first, let's note that while the term "net art" has widely been identi
fied as "web art," i.e., art that you experience on the web in a browser, it should 
be thought of more broadly as digital art in which an internet connection is 
necessary though the work itself may or may not be located on the net. Fo r 
instance, an installation piece in a gallery may use a voice recognition system 
that feeds the recogrrized language to Coogle image search in order to display 
or process images associated with the language spoken by gall ery participants. 
Here, the internet connection is crucial, but the work is not one of web art 
which, currently, is typically viewed in a browser with t11e viewer sitting in front 
of a computer using a mouse and keyboard for input. 

Most of what has been known as net art could as well be experienced on 
a CD vvithoul tl1e computer having an internet connection. I don' t mean to 
argue that such work should not be considered net art; often, the milieu and 
subject matter are net-oriented, and it's on the net for reasons deeper than 
the net being a convenient, cheap way to publish. However, 1 do think that the 
edge of net art will continue to be strongly involved with trying to do funky 
shit with an internet connection. Why? That's a crucial distinguishing char
acteristic of net art versus other types of art, and it's usually the case that the 
unique characteristics of a medium or a person o r whatever are crucial to their 
identity, to the key strengths and weaknesses. 

What funk is there to be accomplished with an internet connection? Works 
of net art are typically interactive, and the quality and possible range of the 
computer's response can be greatly enhanced using the internet. Many dif
ferent businesses and organizations o n the internet are starting to make "web 
services" available to programmers. These "web services" typically allow pro
grammers to tap into things like Coogle text search or image, sound, video 
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or news search; or allow programmers to tap into things like dictionaries, the
sauri , auto-translators- and anything else we can use and search on the web. 
There are also web services such as those available at pandorabots.com that 
allow progranuners to construct a chatbot. A chatbot is an application that you 
converse with. Antoine Schmitt's piece Puppet President (puppetpresident.net), 
for instance, uses web services from pandorabots.com. 

Many of these services are relatively sophisticated in their ability to ana
lyze and respond to language- and this is sure to be a type of web service that 
grows more flexible and wide-rang·ing in the services it offers. For instance, 
when you do a Google image search, the images are usually relevant to the 
search language. And when you use Schmitt's puppetpresident.net, the 
responses are occasionally surprisingly good. There are, of course, vistas of 
room for improvement, but interesting art does not have to depend on the 
quality of response of the web services but, instead, has to be able to do inter
esting, enlightening, telling, possibly useful things with what is available, pos
sibly even undermining the "intelligence" of the web service response. I t isn't 
the mere fact of using a particular web service that makes a net work interest
ing (or not), but what is done with it. 

In any case, we can conceive of these web services as part of the <body> of 
a work of net art. A work of net art has access to any number of web services 
that allow it to retrieve media and also analyze and respond to the language 
or other actions of the viewer. Web services are not just a type of memory for 
the brain of a work of net art, hut provide some of the intellectual functions. 
Typically, analysis of language is a difficult programming proposition and thou
sands of people have spent their entire life's work on the matter, making small 
but signif1cant contributions to this f1eld. Increasingly, net art will take advan
tage of that work via web services. 

Web services give programmers access to millions of texts, images, sounds 
video, and other media such as Flash files. And usually web services provide 
access to these media in such a way that a database is quelied for appropri-
ate results, as is the case concerning Google image search.' When net art takes 
advantage of web services, the art becomes less about traditional media-making 
as creating an entity that makes telling use of the media and language analysis 
at its fingerti.ps. 

Using web services is not a shortcut to creating art, however. The interest 
of the piece as a work of art is going to be in what is done \vith the web service, 



not the simple fact of its use. The life of a work of art has more to do "\.vith i.ts live
liness, its provocations, and its ability to connect than with specific technical 
achievements. 

Works of software art always make use of services available not remotely 
over the net, but rather from the operating system of the local computer. 
These range from tapping the computer's graphic display device to it<> input/ 
output devices (such as the mouse and keyboard) to using the browser and/ 
or installed plugins such as Shockwave or Fla'5h or Quicklime, speech recog
nition software, or virus scanning. These respond more quickly than web ser
vices, typically, since the query and response do not have to travel over the net, 
and are common services required by the general user rather than being more 
specialized services available over the net. Also, local services generally do not 
draw on the world's media stores but are relatively confined in what they can 
offer in terms of media and artful analysis. In any case, the local services are 
definitely a part of the net art <body> architecture. They offer swift response, a 
factor which is sometimes crucial in computer art, and customized use of all of 
the resources of a contemporary computer. 

We see in things like Coogle Desktop,2 an application that extends 
Coogle's search function to local files, how web services and local services can 
sometimes be merged in such a way as to make indistinguishable one's own 
computer capabilities or storage capacity from those of remote computers 
on the net. Networks connect computers in ways that vastly increase the capa
bilities of each of the computers on the network and, concon1.itantly, the 
capabilities of the people using them. Since McLuhan, we have thought of 
technology as an extension of the body, tl1.e senses, and our cognitive pro
cesses, and that is true, in spades, of computer networks. 

Another extension of the <body> of net art is its facilitation of growth and 
change over time according to what different people do with it collectively. 
For instance, a WikP allows people to edit the pages of a website. Ideally, tl1is 
results in stronger pages, over time, despite common fears of inaccuracy in 
public knowledge. In any case, the edited page is stored permanently no t on 
the reader's machine but on the server from which the page was retrieved. 
This is not so much a ''mental function of the brain of the work of art" so 
much as a type of memory available to the work of art. And this sort of mem
ory would be important to any possibility of tl1e work of art coming to learn 
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anything over time. If it can't change over time, it also can't learn. Neither can 
it become a kind of collective work of art. 

Client-server architecture can be used not only to save information from 
different contributors (and present viewers with all the different contribu
tions) but also to facilitate and coordinate live communication between par
ticipants as in chat applications, where what you type is sent first to the server 
and then to the other people in the chat. Sometimes all the server does is let 
people establish a direct connection, bypassing the server, with other people 
involved in the communication (such as in many P2P applications). 

I suppose you can think of the server as a type of web service. But, typically, 
web services do not store any significant information from their clients. They 
receive requests, process the request, return the results, and that's the end of 
the transaction. Whereas client-server relationships usually involve some stor
age on th e server of information that is crucial to either later connections or 
to current connections by other people.4 

Another type of memory that works of net art can access is local memory. 
For instance, when you are working with Word and you save your document, 
you can go back to it later and continue from where you left off. The docu
ment usually isn't saved remotely but just on your computer. You may share 
it later with others, but local memory allows you your own individual experi
ence and work without having to share it with others. Similarly, when you play 
a game on the computer, you usually can continue from where you left off 
because the game state is saved to your local machine. Concerning works of 
art, this sort of local memory allows the expe1ience of the work to be cumu
lative over time, rather than singular and finite. Each time the artwork is 
engaged, the experience is personal ized to the user's particular interaction.5 

Finally, there is the executable work of art itself: the program that uses the 
web services, client-server storage and/ or processing, the local memory - and 
it is hoped, does interesting things with these parts of the <body> of net art. It 
is a piece of software. I t is possible it may not, in itself, contain much media at 
all but may rely on the web services and memory for its media. It is an entity 
itself that experiences and processes these things, or allows us our own fresh 
experience and thoughts on these matters. It is a type of animism or artificial 
life. Although the life of a work of art is the life of art, finally; it is lively to a 
human audience or it is nothing at alL 



What I've o;ed to do here is loo k at the main types of resources and 
storage that contemporary net art has available to i.t. The notion of a net
worked application is not a new o ne but there are not many that can be con
sidered dynamite works of net art. It takes longer for the artistic imagination 
to acclimatize to new media than it does to create the technology beh ind it. 
Net an often requires significant skills in programming. Few contemporary art
ists have the necessary training. It will be interesting to sec how the next gen
e ratio n of poet-progi-ammers and arti ts influence digital culture. 

It seems likely that computing devices will continu e to proliferate within all 
mach in ery and become far more portable th an they are now. Desktops h ave 
been replaced by laptops but the future probably includes devices constituted 
of a pair of glasses, nvo super-sensitive glove-like sensors, and possibly a micro
phone . We will be connected to the net on any stroll th rough the n e ighbor
hood, and objects will transmit d1eir data and me thods via the glasses we wear. 
The <body> of ne t art will eventually involve our own bodies in th eir connec
tion to the rest or the netwo rk architecture. 

NOTES 

1 Some examples of use of Coogle in net art: EjJiphanies by Christophe Bruno 
(iterature.com/ epiphanies); Fields by Christophe Bruno (iterature.com/ fields); 
see Bruno's site iterature.com for many others; dbcinerna is in-progress (Andrews) 
at v:ispo.com/dbcincma; Douwe Osinga's work at (douweosinga.com/projects/ 
googlchacks) uses a variety or web services. 

2 desktop.google.com 

~ Perhaps the most significant Wiki is wikipedia.org; for more Wikis, google the 
term. 

4 Some works that involve client-server architecture: Panel junction by Andy 
Deck (artcontext.org/act/05/panel); Pm·ticipatr.rry Poem, Andrews, (within a 
larger work called On Lionel Keams at vispo.com/ kearns); Granular Synthesizer by 
Chris Savage (japanesefreeware.com/ granular); Cary Rosenzweig's Gamespark 
(gam espark.com/ g-<~.me .php?lobby) . 

~ ;b·teroids (Andrews, vispo.com/arte roids) allows you, while in "p lay mode," to 
create and save your own texts. To do this, click "edit" while in "play mode." This 
takes you into "v\Tord for Weirdos." 
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Gordon Winiemko I SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT 
"NEW MEDIA" IN QUOTES 

As someone who works wjth video, both as an artist and for hire, I sometimes 
find myself documenting events, performances, art installations, and the like. 
Not long ago I provided my services for an artist renowned for confronta
tional, sometimes shocking performances. The whole thing was very multime
dia. \Nell, now one would say "new media." Video prqjection. Sampled footage 
and sounds. Beats, I should say. A live video feed of the pedormance itself, 
added to the mix. As I roamed the area, taking it all in with my video camera, 
what struck me was that however much it was dressed up in the .l atest accou
trements, there was no concealing the weariness of the old "performance art" 
shtick, Karen Finley smearing chocolate on herself at the flavor-of-the-month 
club. 

I suppose there must have been a time when "performance art" seemed 
new or fresh. Still, it's hard for me to understand how anyone could do a 
performance, as in "Now I will perform for you," when everything is already 
theater, everything is permeated by the spectacle - in the face of which what 
makes sense to me as a strategy is not performance, but perfO'rmative action. 
The other term that seems relevant is the increasingly familiar "intervention." 
A theater or art space is the natural, expected venue for one to whip out a 
golden, inflatable, phallus; much less so a "Tex tiles of the Future" conference 
in Finland. Into the theater of commerce, the Yes Men inserted the theater 
of the absurd. Or was it cruelty?1 Of course, the absurd cm:tld be said to be 
already a component of commerce, but this bit of art-as-activism (or is it activ
ism-as-art?) -popularized by both the recent documentary on the Yes Men 
and the Mass MOCA show "The Interventionists" -strikes me as nevertheless 
more potent than the programmatic experience of the proscenjurn arch or art 
gallery. 

Speaking of the programmatic, it's nice how, years after I acquired a boot
leg of it on VHS tape, I can now watch the NBC Tomorrow Show interview with 



John Lydon on crisp (albeit riddled with lossy compression) DVD.2 Tom Snyder 
wanted j ohnny to perform according to showbiz conventions: "I ask you the 
questions we've already agreed upon, you give me the answers I'm expecting." 
Neverrnind whether the Host is genuinely interested in or informed about the 
Guest. Johnny famously (though perhaps predictably) wasn't having it, and at 
one point Snyder, bereft of his cool, demanded to know if there was anything 
John liked- the classic clueless grownup question. 

I could perform on cue myself, and provide a list of "new media" work that 
I like. !just recently tookjanet Cardiff's video walk-through of San Francisco 
MOMA again and, like the first time, it did no t fail to move me. So too, as 
always, did a recent show of Jim Campbell's work.3 

l could also easily rack up a list of work that has struck me as little more 
than "gimmicky," half-baked. I've lost count of the number of bells and whis
tles I've uiggered by the sounds I make, or my movements in a public space 
like a gallery or plaza. Nice effects, but what do they do, except felishize tech
nology and passively recapitulate the paradigm, or the received knowledge, of 
in teractivity? 

Confronted with the label new media, I remember an old saying: it's tl1e 
singer, not the song. T he other applicable adage is, of course, McLuhan's "The 
medium is the message. "When considering these kinds of portentous displays, 
I find myself not infrequently wondering, "isn't film already interactive?"4 Or 
any work that is informed by discursive practice, such as the "dialogic" project<; 
by the artists Grant Kestor references in Conversation Pieces - artists like Stephen 
vVillats, Suzanne Lacy, and the Austrian collective WochenKlausur- where the 
locus of the piece is not an OQject, or even in a so-called "interactive" experi
ence had by a spectator, but in the ephemeral and downright analog conversa
tions shared by people who are all participants, even co-creators. 

In the early 1990s, in San Francisco, where I was living at the time, the 
characte1istically cold, fog-drenched air was laced with an ouLpoming oCfin de 
siecle technopagan optimism. Oh, how the internet will open up new liberating 
avenues of communication! Fast-forward a few years, to the late 1990s- said 
"communication" is finally revealed to be a stunning illustration of Douglas 
Adams' theory: the rnovemenl of small green pieces of paper.5 Adams' basic mes
sage, packaged in scene after scene, in incarnation after incarnation of The 
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, is mal no matter how much \Ne appear to make 
"progress," we stay the same, and that our blunders can be attributed to not 
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keeping things in perspective. His description of contemporary humanity as 
a people "who still think that digital watches are a pretty neat idea" was hilari
ous back in the late 70s, when the digital watch fad had peaked, and his insight 
into the constant, modern Jure of techno-optimism demonstrated how little 
western culture had learned from the extravagances of the "Me Generation ," 
we'd all been suckered again, blinded by bling. Now, narrow the context to the 
art world, and substitute new media for digital watches. 

Back then - after Hitchhiker's, yet before the 90s dot-bomb, I wrote an ani
de in which, looking ahead to the d1en-unnamed medium we now know as 
web-based video, or more colloquially, YouTube (sorry, ifilm!), I referenced 
the dictum with which Clinton's advisers were reputed to have won him d1e 
'92 election: "It's me economy, stupid." Then, imagining the glut of video to 
come, I wrote, "it's the content, stupid." Now, contemplating new media, or 
technology-based art, or interactivity, the original, unaltered phrase seems 
appropriate. 

But no one asked me lo build up and trash a straw man. When considedng 
technology, one need not pit the new against the old, or the rhetolic oflibera
tion against determinism. Perhaps what is called for is a new way of thinking, 
one that goes beyond the binary either/or. 

I could reach for the ballyhooed model of gaming as such an alternative, a 
model in which play, rather than slavish, linear, goal-directed P'roduction, holds 
sway, where there is no conclusion, but a process encompassing a field of com
plex, interlocking actions- but behind this, ironically, are ones and zeroes, 
e ither/or. 

I'm much more inclined to sidestep the matter of new vs. old media alto
gether and revisit the question of mimesis vs. diegesis. Indeed, I find the latter 
binary opposition far more relevant to contemporary artisLic practice and, ifl 
have not already made it clear, I come down firmly on the side of experiential 
communication as opposed to the (re) presentation of an image and/ or object. 
In doing so, I'm consigning images and image-makers to a ghetto of the regres
sive. But how is it any less regressive, the idea of communication? "I want to 
change the world," a friend and fellow artist told me recen tly. So you'll do that 
by being a Great Communicator, and aping the model of Capital? The object 
that is ostensibly absent from diegetic, experiential art practice can be located 
in the form of the information or the message that The Communicator wants 
lo convey, commodity-like, ro the spectator-consumer. The artists who make 



careers out of tackling irnportant issues are ones who often have to resort to a 
defensive mantra like "all art is political." If that's the case, then why do they 
(why do we) persist in making work nominally pre-classified as "political art"? 
Perhaps, such a tendency merely mimics common tactics within post-indus
trial capital, where the best way w make a living seems increasingly dependent 
upon defining some particular niche market. 

I wonder how many people remember the Church of the Subgenius. It was 
around the time that the wave that crashed with The Industry Standard was just 
starting to form with Mondo 2000 that 1 coincidentally began to hear less and 
less about the Church, a mock religion that at once lampooned insti tutional
ized salvation and provided both a mythology and a community for the disaf
fected. The Church is circumscribed by irony and cynicism, both of which are 
tied to a wearying lack of faith, yet it manages to avoid the emotional bitter
ness usually associated with such qualities. What it looks like with hindsight is 
that a lot of those alienated geeks found faith in the form of the tech revolu
tion. "The very thing that's made me feel outcast is hot, goddamn it, and I can 
make a lot of money at it too!" Like the prospectors in the previous century's 
Gold Rush, many of them got wiped out. 

Maybe they might have been "saved" from that fate if they had remem
bered one of the most compelling slogans of the Church of the Subgenius: 
pull the wool over your own eyes. It's not possible to proclaim oneself an "art-
ist" and not have a career. There is no question but of being a participant, of 
being complicit, and it may not even be a question of degree. Perhaps gaming 
is an instructive paradigm, after all. The artist must never lose sight of playing 
a role. We have had the avatars of Duchamp and Warhol, and now we have in 
the figure of Barney the corpo-rate player- is there any other kind? 

But is Matthew subverting his own paradigm? Is he pulling the wool over 
his own eyes? It's the difference between a wholesale adopting or blqing into 
a model and deconstructing it. The paradigm that I keep invoking in one 
form or another could be said to be on display in the work of artists like Alex 
Galloway and Cory Archangel, who quite Uterally hack video games. But that's 
just it- it's literal. Just as "interactivity" is its uwn message, so, too, is "hacking." 
Marshall, can a particular piece carry a message beyond that of its medium? 
But what many artists forget is that a medium is not some monolithic edifice, 
but a set of codified procedures. 'What artist worthy of the name does not try to 
undermine the codified? 
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So in other words, I'm arguing for new procedures: neto media. Maybe what 
at this moment seems inevitable has felt alienating to me because it too has 
already become codified and calcified, such that "new media" can indeed now 
be thought of as an it- another th ing we have to get beyond, a Gordian Knot 
to slice through rather than gamely try to untangle. Maybe that's why a lot of 
my recent projects have been so willfully low-tech. For Untitled (cttrnnt events), 
my idea of interactivity was to offer a gigantic, an tiguated U-matic video deck 
which I had modified to stop at random intervals when its tape is played, forc
ing the participant to choose whether or not to continue.6 For another recent 
piece, Retroactive Continuity, I used one of those old fashioned VHS decks to 
loop an old-fashioned credit roll in the gallery, with which I paired an opening 
reception performative action, the eminently low-tech (and archaic) p ractice 
of streaking.7 I wonder, especially with this latter piece, if someone will dismiss 
me as an artist who plays around, as I once d ismissed Vancouver artist Rodney 
Graham. But is Graham playing around, or "playing around" in quotes? I have 
come to think ofmy"video with streaking" piece as putting quotes around 
something tl1at is already in quotes. What I was wea1ing on my (nonexistent) 
sleeve, in that piece, is my struggle with how to intervene in the programmatic 
when "intervention" has by now made a spectacle of itself. How can we inter
vene when there is no space conceivable outside the space of intervention? 

I suppose what I'm saying is that using old media that was once new is like 
putting quotes around "new media," rendering it. .. ""new media.'"' 

I like the way that looks on tl1.e page - aestl1etically speaking, as it were. 
Yet at some point I suppose I vvill have to break out another set of quotation 
marks. Although by then maybe it will have al ready dissolved. 

Or maybe I just won't be asked to write about it anymore. 

NOTES 

1 When the conference organizers mistook n.vo artists' mock vVTO/ GAITweb
site as real, the artists decided to attend, masquerading as WTO representatives. 
They gave a presentation highlighting the gold phallic suit as a high-tech means 
to remotely monitor and control "workers" in th ird world nations. The attendees 
bought it wholesale, and the Yes Men were born. 

2 DVD (digital versatile disc) is the long awaited improvement over the long
standing home video format, VI-IS (vertical helical scan). What the former gains 



in image resolution, it sacrifkes in the form of visible digital compression artifacts; 
part of the information is lost, hence "lossy compression." Tom Snyder had a late 
night talk show in the late 70s/earl)' 80s on the NBC network; one of his produc
ers evidendy thought it was a good idea to feature the "new wave" in music, and 
Snyder had as guests Iggy Pop, The Jam, Elvis CosteUo, among od1ers. Snyder has 
since dropped from ilie scene, and DVD is about to be replaced by a new videodisc 
formal. 

~Janet Cardiff's site specific walk-through of the SF M0l\1A was originally 
parr of the institul.ion's 2001 show on art and technology called 01010/:Art in 
Technological Times. Visitors were given video cameras with headphones and led via 
Cardiff's voice on a performative "tour" of the gallery. J im Campbell is an artist 
who manipulates video and images with a host of specialized processes, and works 
in the SF Bay area. 

4 It could be said that a film asks no more than to be passively observed, but 
I would argue that the dicgetic, experienl.ial process of communication in which 
film engages asks more of its audience than the mimesis of image/ object based 
fine art. "Diegetic" indicates a two-sided process, after all. Even though the audi
ence and the film (makers) are not literally in conversation, dlere is an exchange 
taking place. 

5 On balance, it could be said that what encouraged the dot-com boom to 
thrive in SF is exacdy what allowed me to tluive in my more high-minded artistic 
pursuits. The economic climate was ripe for "start-ups" of all kinds; the city was just 
emerging from the recession of ilie late 1980s, and renrs were low. The famiJjar 
argument is: how could they stay low forever? Sooner or later one has to succeed, 
and in our society money foUows success. By the same token, the "liberationist" 
ethic that circumscribes 'Frisco is, to use an eminently 90s term, empowering to a 
variety of creative endeavors. 

6 The tape in question consisted of a collection of interviews in which people 
talked about the parend1cticaJ of the title. I edited out all the details, leaving only 
generalities. 

7 Like ilie other piece, the form of the presental.ion seems the most germane 
to this essay, but it should be noted that the text of the video is a similarly speci
ficity-drained selies of imploring exhortations to "end dle war." CAN THE WAR 
JUST BE OVER OW? f JUST WANT THE WAR TO BE OVER CAN vVE JUST 
END THE WAR PLEASE? DO YOU WANT TO END THE WAR? 
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Nancy Paterson I VCR STORY 

There was a flipping sound every thirty seconds from the VCR as it was continually 
trying to eject a videocassette which was not, in fact, in the machine. Through some glitch 
of artificial unintelligence the malfunctioning VCR kept trying 
to eject nothing for days. The tuner part of the unit was working fine 
so it remained in place, trying all the while to eject a non-existent cassette. 

Channel surfing in the cacaphony of colour, sound, sex and violence that is 
American TV in the Deep South. I paused to watch a compelling presentation 
on a religious theme. There was singing, rapture, sharing and selling 
all at once. A large woman wearing a purple robe was sobbing woefully 
into a microphone ''You ·wiLL be healed" and on that cue, the non-existent tape 
that has been trying to eject, with no success, is suddenly spit out, and the motor, 
which has come dangerously close to burning itself out, 
is at rest, finally at peace. 

Bring me your tired, your poor, your broken VCR's. 
A laying on of hands, healing twisted cables, the clocks 
that won' t stop flashing .. . 



Darren Wershler-Henry I TECHNOLOGIES OF 
DICTATION: Typewriting and the Toronto Research 
Group 

"We've always typed." So w1ites the Toronto Research Group, a collective 
pseudonym for the Canadian poets bpNichol and Steve McCaffery, in their 
aspect as investigators into the mechanics of the more abstruse corners of 
experimental narrative. The description that they provide of their vvriting pro
cess is illuminating in a number of respects, so l'm going to quote it at length: 

We've always typed. We type with maybe one of us typing what's in our mind 
and then we kick the idea around. And then maybe I dictate to Steve, while 
he types. And maybe I'm typing, and he's dictating tO me. And I'm add
ing something as I think of iL And then we go over it, and go over it. So it 
happens at the time of writing. And part. of it is just getting that moment 
together. Preliminary talk, what we are unhappy with in it so far, 'Boy, doesn't 
this seem to ramble,· 'Yeah.' .... 

Partially, it's also a tension between Steve's type of language and my type 
oflanguage. H e likes the technical, academk- I don't mean that in a bad 
way- scholarly language. That comes out of his doing his MA up at York on 
Christopher Smart. ... T like going for a simpler phraseology on the whole. If 
I use a word, I will use it because of the sound and because it fits, absolutely, 
into the spot. Those are differences between Steve and me. So you get that 
tension at work too. And we try to leave room for that, as opposed to me 
superimposing my voice or Steve's. 1 find it obfuscates things (or me. 1 

The subject matter of this passage is an ostensibly straigh tforward description 
of the process of coll aborative typewriting. Someone dictates; someone types. 
Sometimes they trade places. Sometimes the t)'pist transc1;bes the dictation 
faithfully; sometimes the typist edits and emends the words as he types them. 
The compositional process the text describes (with each individual taking 
ntrns as d ictator and amanuensis, and the amanuensis occasionally changing 
the substance of the dictation) is variable to the point that it begins to affect 
the grammar itself. 
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It is at the level of grammar in this passage and the context in which it ap
pears that things become complex. But it's worth working through those com
plications now because they reappear in virtually any description of someone 
typing. (This discussion vvill require a short digression into the nature of dicta
tion and authorship, but the status of the author is also something that's worth 
scrutinizing because the mechanics of typewriting alter it in interesting ways) . 

The TRGis an author in the sense that Foucault describes in "What Is An 
Author?"- that is, it is a designation for a series of functions rather than a 
proper name pointing to a particular individual. I t is a deliberately constructed 
means of classifying texts by differentiating them, both from the many other 
texts that comprise the archive of twentieth-century poetics, and from other 
works produced either by bpNichol or Steve McCaffery as individual authors. 
Like all authors, on close examination the TRC proves to be a complex and 
contradictory entity, an agglomeration of discontinuous elements that perform 
often contradictory (and sometimes even unsuccessful) functions. 

For example, Foucault notes that one of the primary functions of the 
author is to serve as an "object of appropriation" that determines the legal 
status of certain kinds of texts.2 Yet this is one of the areas where "TRG" has 
most explicitly failed to do its job. The TRG archives currently reside with the 
bpNichol archives at Simon Fraser University, yet McCaffery, an equal partner 
in the TRG, is very much alive and active. Further, one of tl1e two m~or collec
tions of the TRG's work, Canadian @Pataph:ysics,3 is actually a bootleg reproduc
tion of the "Canadian @Pataphysics" issue of Opt-'n Letter magazine> 4 produced 
by unknown parties in the Coach House Press bindery, without the knowledge 
of at least McCaffery, probably the press manager, and perhaps of Nichol as 
well. Authors do not always authorize. 

On the contextual level, the description of the TRG's compositional prac
tices at the typewriter presents further complications for our notion of what 
"TRC" represents, because there are severa.l layers ofventriloquism (or pos
session, depending on your perspective) at work. The passage itself is actually 
a quotation from an interview with bpNichol) speaking as an individual about 
the TRG ('We have always typed") in the absence of McCaffery. Yet it is this 
passage that McCaffery selects after Nichol's death to epitomize the TRC's 
compositional process in the Introduction to Rational Geomancy: The Kids of 
the Book-Machine, the TRG's selected writings. It may seem surprising now, but 
this kind of "possessed writing" where an absent or even dead dictator speaks 



through an amanuensis/ typist is typical of the function of writing in general 
and typing in particular. 

Dictation and Haunted Writing 

In h er discussion of the relationsh ip between .Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
and his ftiend and assistant, the write r J ohann Peter Eckermann (the German 
Boswell), A vital Ronell develops a theory of dictation which can be expanded 
to desctibe several important aspects of the machinic assemblage I'm call-
ing "typewriting." While the overall tone and focus ofRonell's writing is more 
deconstructive than discursive, what interests me is the discursive aspect of her 
argument - the relationship that is being outlined and the rules under which 
the process of dictation occurs. Roncll recognizes that what she is describing 
is outside of the purview of close reading and textual analysis when she wtites 
that "there can be nothing simply and exclusively literary where the parasiti
cal asserts itself."5 Dictation is not speech, not writing, but an assemblage that 
determines the conditions under which writing takes place. 

One of the questions that arises when considering the applicabi lity of 
Roncll's theory of dictation to typewriting is, why begin from a model of dic
tation based on Goethe? Friedrich Kittler, in his chapter on the typewriter in 
Gramophone, Hlm, Typewriter, uses the epithet "the age of Goethe" to charac
terize the period immediately preceding the invention of the typewriter. For 
Kittler, Goethe's name serves as a synecdoche for tl1e rules that govern not 
only German Romanticism, but the production of discourse in general from 
the mid-eigh teenth to the mid-nineteenth century: "authority and authorship, 
handwriting and rereading, the narcissism of creation and reader obedience."6 

During Goethe's own lifetime (1749- 1832) , many new writing-machines were 
being invented. While, as Kittler observes, many of these machines, especially 
those based o n pantographic principles, on ly reified tl1e rules governing dis
course "in the age of Goethe," but cumulatively, they were a major factor in the 
creation of a new discursive formation, one that held sway until the emergence 
of the computer. Goethe is thus the ideal place to start. 

Ronell's Dictations: On Haunted Writing presents dictation as an assemblage 
that links at least two figures together in a kind of "radical copulation" (Ron ell 
compares it to a DNA double helix7) which renders the writing styles of the 
figures involved as indistinguishable from each o ther.8 Citing Derrida, Ronell 
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summarizes the dictatorial relationship as "an experience of quasi-possession" 
in which one party "is given over to the other, to the extent, indeed, of being 
prey to the other."9 The party that becomes prey- the secretary/amanuensis, 
o r, in our case, the typist - is the more "shadowy" of the two and acts as a "con
duit" for the other, dictating party. 10 A kind of death or diminishment is omni
present. The party taking dictation begins as already subordinate, "double and 
halt~dead or at least presumed dead"1 1 - echoes of the o pening of William T. 
Vollmann 's You Bright and Risen Angels: "Oh, my bright and risen angels, you 
arc already in your graves." However, the dictatorial relationship nmctions 
even (especially?) when the dictating party is absent or dead, because the 
amanuensis incorporates and objectifies it. 12 The question is, which party is 
possessed and which is do ing the possessing? 

Although dictation is a "parasitical" relationship, the parties are obligate 
parasites13 - neither can exist without the other. Further, though the dictato
rial relat-ionship is dissymmetdcal, in the classic mode ofDerrida's logic of the 
supplement, it is always also reversible.14 To drive the point home with a laby
rinthine series of dictatorial reversals, I cite Ronell's citation ofEckennann 
reciting to Goethe a line that Mephistopheles speaks in Goethe 's own Faust: "in 
the end we do indeed depend on the creatures we have created."15 This chain 
of assemblages demonstrates that the dictating party is far from sovereign or 
singular because it is always an assemblage connected Lo other assemblages to 
what Guattari would undoubtedly call its own mad vectors. 16 

Moreover, it is the assemblage that produces the text, rather than the indi
viduals. For both Ronell and Derrida (of whom the former, it should be no ted, 
is implicitly comparing her relationship as the latter's sometime translator and 
frequent commentator to that ofEckermann and Goethe), the scene of dicta
tion informs the conditions unde r which all writing takes place: "writing always 
comes from elsewhere, at the behest of another, and is, at best, a shorthand 
transcription of the demand of this Other whose original distance is never alto
geth er surmounted." 17 

What I propose to inse rt into this assemblage (Ronell's model of dictation) 
is the typewriter, itself another assemblage that functions on a variety of levels 
to create the conditions under which typing takes place. 

First, the typewriter functions as a conduit that joins together the dictator 
and the amanuensis. The conduit is not necessari ly one-way; either party can 
take turns typing or dictating. Nor is the model binary o r even bipartite; 
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multiple parties can dictate, and multiple parties can type, synchronically or 
asynchronically, centrally spaLialized or totally decentralized. The typewriter 
also links other assemblages into this relationship: tape machines, dictaphones, 
and broadcast technologies such as intercoms, telegraph, radio, and television; 
carbon paper and the apparatus of duplication; the office and typing pool, and 
so on. 

Second, reinforcing its importance in the assemblage of writing, the type
writer-as-machine tends to absorb both the dictator and the amanue nsis into 
itself. The term "typewriter" itself is a metonymy, but a reversible one. At one 
point, "typewriter" signified the machine's operator (the amanuensis); the 
machine itself was the "typewriting machine." As the machine claimed the 
name, the amanuensis was seemingly absorbed whole into its operation. On 
the other side of the circuit, the dictator in the scene of typing is, as is the case 
in writing/dict~Ling in general, often either absent or internal. ·when a writer 
sits "alone" at their machine, who is dictating? Writers who type will repeat
edly use the same trope to describe this situation: the \\Wiring comes from or 
through the typewriter itself, indicating that the typewriter- a plural noun- is 
somehow haunted. 

Third, these connections to voices "outside" the typewriting assemblage, 
point to another aspect, the desiring aspect of the machine: a longing for con
nection with other typewriters. This is the point at which the logic of type
writing begins to lose sway and the logic of the computer keyboard, a logic of 
networks, and connectivity, begins to replace it. 

Shifters: The Structure of Typewritten Dictation 

From the relative beginnings of the typewriter, the same major elements 
appear in any typewriting assemblage. There is a dictator - the source of 
the words that a re being typed. There is a typewriter - that is, an actual wJ.it
ing machine of some sort. And there is an amanue nsis. As the Oxfo-rd English 
Dictionm-;• notes, an amanuensis is "One who copies or writes from the dicta
Lion of another," from servus a manu "hand servant" + -ensis, "belonging to." 
Though "dictator" has some negative connotations and "amanuensis" is an 
awkwardly latinate and stodgy-sounding word to contemporary ears, my choice 
of this specific terminology is deliberate. These terms allow for the various 
possibilities that typewriting creates, while differentiating both roles from the 
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machine itself. ·when I refer to the "typewriter," I am specifically referring 
to the writing machine. ""When I refer to "typewriting,'' I mean the set of dis
courses, rules and practices that relate to the functioning of the entire assem
blage, as opposed to "typing," the act of using the typewriter tO produce text. 
The need for th is degree of specificity will become evident shortly, when all the 
terms begin to collapse into each otl1er despite all of my best efforts. 

Ali Emile Benveniste famously noted, the act of speaking - and, I would 
argue, of dictating as well - simultaneously defines the position not only of an 
individual, but also of their partner in the creation of discourse. These posi
tions, flagged by the pronouns "I" and "you," are variable empty forms which 
speakers occupy by turns: when I speak, I'm "I" and you're "you," and when 
you speak, it's your turn to be "1." 18 McCaffery deals explicitly v,rith this theoret
ical notion in Shifters, an early typewritten chapbook published by Nichol's gan
glia/ grOnk press19

: 

in u s 

i n u s a s we 
a r e 

you mov e out t o 
whe r e you are 
most 

" you a re" 

(you) 
i n you're he r e there 
y ou ' r e " here" 

where i am 
sti ll 

wher e "i a m" 20 

There is always an erotics to the poetry of "i" and ''you," but "i" and "you" is 
also always the basic diagram of a power structure. Erotics + agonism = writing. 
Typewriting, moreover, creates a situation where which person occupies which 



position (dictator or amanuensis, top or bottom) is more malleable and fluid 
Lhan ever. [n his analysis of Franz Kafka's first typed letter, Friedrich Kittler 
spots twelve typos, over a third ofwhich involved the German equivalents of"l" 
or "you," "As if the typing hand could inscribe everyth ing except the two bod
ies on eithe r end of the ... channel."21 

So: despite the apparent id iosyncrasies of two avant-garde poet<; hu nched 
over a typewriter (and I' ll return to the TRG's various typewriter-related per
formances later), the T RG em bodies all of the basic structural elements and 
exemplifies the rules Lhat arc specific to the scene of typewriting. 

A Fragile Contract 

Because my concern is notlo determine with which subject the TRG writing 
"actually" originated, or with the establishment of a hard and fas t oeuvre (d is
cursive analysis is interested in neither, except as a function of expression2~), 

I'm not particularly concerned with sorting out who occupied which pronomi
nal position at any given time. What interests me instead are the conditions 
and ru les under which typewriting emerges from an always-nebulous assem
blage of dictators, typists and machines. 

In the In traduction to Rational Geomancy: The Kids of the Book Machine (the 
coll ected reports of the TRG), Steve McCaffery characterizes tl1eir typewrit
ing system as a general econo'my in dialogue. He describes the relatio nship that 
makes the TRG composition process possible as a "fragile conu-act" tl1at binds 
one person in to the role of"enunciator" and the other as "transcriber."23 The 
fragility of this contract stems from "the loss of certainty around independent 
judgment!' In other words, each party assumes Lhat their words \vill be tran

scribed faithfully, knowing full well that this is not always the case, but proceed
ing to d ictate n ever theless: "Steve is dictating his thinking, thinking Barrie is 
typing this dictation. However, Barrie is typing out his own thoughts on tl1e 
matter and Steve doesn 't know it." In other cases, this process resulted in a 
kind of shorthand transcri p tion of what was dictated rather than the verbatim 
text.24 A<; long as the contract receives lip service, it is possible for this relation
ship to continue producing text. 

It's also worth nothing that the technological component of th is assem
blage- the typewriter- is not a neuual conduit facilitating the process of dic
tation. It has its own rules, and requires that the bodies of its users adapt to 
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them to facilit.-'lte smooth d ictation Failure to comply with these implicit rules 
results in a change in the process. McCaffery remarks that "Neither Barrie 
nor myself were touch typists and so dictation resulted in a deceleration in the 
speed of oral delivery."2' ' McCaffery believes that while the deceleration of dic
tation brought an overall greater degree of care in terms of the enunciator's 
selection of words, that it did not decrease the number of instances where 
the typist recorded something other than exactly what was spoken, by dint of 
either error or choice. 

From McCaffery's perspective, the uncertainty surrounding the dictatorial 
process is a desirable state of affairs, part of an attempt to produce a writing 
that moves beyond "thought's proprietary nature."26 He describes the whole 
assemblage - enunciator, machine, typist - as a "synthetic suqject based o n a 
We-full , not an 1-less paradigm" or a "third 'ghost' locato r."27 The text this syn
thetic subject produces is never quite the product of one mind; lhere is always 
some degree of error, summarization or deliberate deviation at work. At the 
time of the writing of the introductory material for the TRG book, McCaffery 
considered his difficulty in assessing which thoughLc; had o riginated with which 
writer as a degree of the project's overall success.28 

McCaffery also alludes to nostalgia that is a result of the technological 
regime change that writing is faci ng after the demise of the typewriter as the 
writing tool of choice. "An obvious side effect of the current regime of per
sonal computers has been a quantum leap in material nostalgia. The hand
written manuscript, th e hand-corrected typewritten page, tl1e patchwork 
paste-up, clipped ·with scissors and Scotch-taped togethe r, are now the valued 
by-products of an obsolete mode of production, superseded by a mode of writ
ing whose new locus is a hyperspace."29 Though bpNichoL was an inveterate 
computer hobbyist, and produced some of the world's first animated concrete 
poems,30 the TRG never insened a computer into tl1 eir compositional process. 
Had they done so, McCaffery acknowledges, the results of that process would 
have been entirely different, as the rules governing the text-producing assem
blage would have been en tirely different. 

Ghost Writing: Nary-A-Tiff 

But what happens when there are (as tbere frequently are, and as the etymol
ogy of "amanuensis" suggests) inequities in the relationship? Foucault notes 



that ail relationships are on some level agonistic- there are always imbalances 
of powe1~ and there arc always struggles, even between the best of friends. 

[n the descriptions of the TRG's composition process, for example, Nichol 
and McCaffery always use "enunciator" instead of "dictator," as if to cosmeti
cize the inevitability of the power relations that course through their texts. 
Further, both are straight white men of the same income bracket; gender, class 
and race, major factors in the desCJiption of power relations in the scene of 
dictation, are not issues here . Nevertheless, at least one of their own texts, the 
fwnello (photo-comic) "Nary-A-Tiff,"31 which deals explicitly with questions of 
voice and influence, dramatizing the high stakes that accompany the question 
of who speaks, even under idealized circumstances, and, despite the claims of 
Rational Geornancy's "In troduction." 

ln the comic, which opens with both poets digging through the library 
"[ i) n the palatial offices of The Toronto Research Group,"32 McCaffery quotes 
a text to Nichol, whose author (Beaumont and Fletcher- a dual author
function, like the TRG itself) "anticipate De Sade."33 Nichol initially accuses 
McCaffery of'justifying moral weakness as 'excess,"'3~ but after physically 
attacking McCaffery, he delivers his ultimate accusation: "All you do is plagia
rize the French anyway!!"35 Though Nichol does not articulate a preferential 
influence of his own, Peter Jaeger writes in his discussion of "Nary-A-Tiff' in 
his study on the TRG, that "Nichol desires a transcendental figure (the 'father' 
and 'Lord' of The Ma,rtyrology) who negotiates with but. u ltimately upholds the 
inverse of McCaffery's critique of conventional morality."36 McCaffery pro
ceeds to stab Nichol in tl1e heart with a letter opener, disposes of the body 
and returns to his research . .. but tl1e comic concludes witl1 a shot of a ghostly 
Nichol staring in the window, presumably contemplating revenge on the bliss
fully unaware McCaffery. 

Thematically, the text's conce rn is with questions of literary influence: 
not only their moral and philosophical validity, but also the correct man-
ner to incorporate those influences in one's OW11 writing. From the perspec
tive of the Nichol of "Nary-A-Tiff," McCaffery, under the metaphorical lash of 
Fletcher, Beaumont and De Sade, exhibits too rnuch ftdelity to his personal dic
tatorial voices, and slides over tl1e blurry line that divides precise citation from 
plagiatism. 

On the meta-narrative level, " 1ary-A-Tiff' is a sophisticated dramatiza
tion of the complexities of dictation. When Nichol, who is, after all, at least 
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sometimes an other of McCaffery's dictating voices, articulates a differing phil
osophical viewpoint from McCaffery's continental dictators, "Narry-A-Tiff' 
paradoxically reifies the influence of McCaffery's d ictators by staging a vio
lent narrative p antomime a Ia Sade. But even though the N ichol ch a racter is 
murdered , the text still cannot be rid of his influence, which asser ts it<; ven ge
fu l presence in th e very last pane of the cartoon, staring in through a nother 
(window) pane in a manner that evokes one of Nichol's own comic strips, full 
of Byzantine a r rays of nested frames.37 And outside of the work, at the scene 
of production, the two men are busy literally putting words in each others' 
mouths as they paste word balloons dmvn onto the photographs. O utside of 
such fleeting moments of elementary school-style craft production, th ough, 
typewritten d ictation is rarely simple, and it is never innocent. 
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